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"MEN AT WORK"
SIGNS OF TROUBLE FOR YOUNG MEN TODAY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1992

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:46 am., in room SD-620,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes (chairman of the
Committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes and Riegle
Also present: Lee Price and James Klumpner, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES,
CHAIRMAN

SENATOR SARBANES. The Committee will come to order.
The second hearing this morning, American Workers At Labor Day 1992,

is intended to examine the trends and prospects for U.S. jobs and incomes.
As we discussed at the previous hearing, which just took place when we

received the employment and unemployment figures from the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, the Nation's jobs and earnings still seem mired in a recession.

The wagon is really still in the ditch.
Before that recession began more than two years ago, however, much of

the American labor force was feeling intense pressure and indeed distress.
Two days ago, the Joint Economic Committee released a study done by the

Majority Staff on trends and trend earnings over the last four decades.
It shows that the terms of the American dream have changed significantly

for most American men. Young men make significantly less today than two
decades ago.

In addition, until the seventies and even more so in the eighties, men of all
educational levels saw significant income gains virtually until retirement

In other words, if you go back to the fifties and sixties and plot the expec-
tations and what happened to people, you could anticipate improvements in
your earnings virtually over the course of your working lifetime.

Today, those without a college degree, some three quarters of all men, 75
percent of our population, cannot expect income gains much beyond the age
of forty. They start out, they get some improvement in their earnings situa-
tion. It then seems to reach a plateau, and then beyond forty it in fact starts to
fall..

Ideally, incomes should be rising for everyone, even as the nation main-
tains a strong trade balance. Unfortunately, in the United States, not only has
the typical workers income not improved, but the Nation now runs chronic
large trade deficits.

(1)
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In fact, we have gone from being a creditor nation in the mid-eighties to be-
coming a debtor nation, and our debtor status has worsened with each passing
year as we continue to run large trade deficits.

SENATOR RiEGLE. If you'll yield, just on that point The numbers, just since
1980, are that our cumulative trade deficit with the rest of the world is now
$1.2 trillion. I mean, it is absolutely a breathtaking number. And well add
probably $65 or $70 billion more in trade deficit just this year.

SENATOR SARBANES. The contrast with our major industrial competitors,
Germany and Japan, could not be more stark. Both have managed to provide
significant income gains for the typical worker, and at the same time they
have strengthened their trade balances.

In fact, if you compare real compensation per hour-this is sourced from
the OECD-from 1977 coming forward, you can see that the United States
has stayed at about level, which comports with the median income figures
that we were talking about earlier. And both Germany and Japan have had
significant improvements in real compensation per hour over this fifteen-year
period.

Now, how do they accomplish this? What is it that the Germans and the
Japanese are doing that enables them to have that kind of performance?

There are, of course, many differences amongst our three economies.

Some have argued that Germany and Japan develop better skills in their
work force through their systems of education and employer training. In ef-

fect, they compete through high skills, where we have tended to compete
more through low wages. In fact; a successful high-skill strategy can deliver
high wages, while a low-wage strategy tends to accept low skills. Of course,
that is part of the thrust of the Fortme article: "Why the shortage of high-
wage jobs threatens the U.S. economy." This article underscores that.

It says, solid middle class jobs, the kind that allow a single worker to be the

family breadwinner, have been disappearing in record numbers, and are being
replaced, more often than not; by lower wage jobs, many of them astonish-
ingly inadequate.

Suddenly, millions of Americans worry not merely about staying em-

ployed, but about staying employed in jobs that will support anything close to
their current standard of living.

SENATOR RiEGLE. Would you just yield, at that point; for a moment?
I think it's significant that this article in Forte Magzine, which is one of

the leading business journals, wasn't quoting somebody else.
What Senator Sarbanes just read is their conclusion, their commentary, af-

ter going out and studying this issue at great length. They've come back and
said that

But it relates to a point that Lester Thurow from MIT said to us the other
day in a hearing in the Banking Committee, where he drew that relationship
between this reliance on a low-wage strategy.

Now, President Bush wants to go into this free-trade agreement with Mex-
ico, where Mexico is genuinely a third-world economy, with third-world
wages, workplace and environmental standards. The 50-ent-an-hour wages
in Mexico will create a situation in the American workplace where, according
to Lester Thurow, fully a third of the American work force, unless they go
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through a massive education and training program in order to get up to an en-
tirely different level of high skill, is going to have to compete directly against
Mexico labor, which is earning 50 cents an hour.

In other words, you're going to have a major impact on a massive core of
the American economy with this low-wage strategy when you now introduce
it into a fiee-trade agreement with a third world country. It is going to have a
devastating effect on job base.

I also see that happening, by the way, in the high-skill area Because I see
that Ford, Chrysler and GM have already taken and located over 70 auto
plants of one kind or another in Mexico, even without a free- trade agreement
So we're losing even the high skilled jobs to Mexico.

But the danger of a massive wipeout of jobs is far greater because of pre-
cisely this, I think, unsound job development track that America has been on
for the last several years.

I thank you for yielding.
SENATOR SARBANES. We are pleased to have our three witnesses here to dis-

cuss job and income trends.
Ira Magaziner has worked with ex-Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall on a

project that draws on experiences abroad, to propose a high-skill\high-wage
path for the United States.

Lanry Mishel, the Research Director of the Economic Policy Institute, is
the co-author of a book soon to be released, in fact, I think next week, if rm
not mistaken, entitled the State of Working America. And I have heard very
good advance reports about the book.

Finally, we will hear from Morgan Reynolds, a labor economist at Texas
A&M University.

Gentlemen, we are pleased you are here. Well include your full statements
in the record, as submitted to the Committee.

The earlier hearing ran on somewhat longer than we had anticipated, and if
you could hit the high points and summarize your statements in about ten
minutes, we would very much appreciate that We do want you to be able to
make the points that you want to make, but it would be helpful.

We will hear the entire panel first, and then have a question session di-
rected to the panel.

Let us begin with you, Mr. Magaziner, and then move right across to Mr.
Mishel and Mr. Reynolds.

Please go ahead, Mr. Magaziner.
STATEMENT OF IRA C. MAGAZINER

MR. MAGAZINER. What rd like to focus on today is not a recitation of the
problem, because I think we are all too aware of the problem, but rather to fo-
cus a little bit on what I see as potential solutions to the problem.

The first thing we have to understand is that the problems we're suffering
now, although they're made worse by the recession, will not be solved simply
by recovery from this recession.

The fundamental underlying problem that we've had, that has led to a de-
cline in wages and the threatening of jobs, is the fact that productivity in this
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economy has been going up at less than 1 percent a year for almost 20 years
now, on average. And it's been particularly poor over the past couple of years.

And unless productivity improves at a faster rate, it's going to be very diffi-
cult to improve living standards over the long term.

Now, there are many things that contribute to productivity improvement
rll just dwell on three where I think the government has a particularly impor-
tant role to play.

One is the people, how well people are educated and skilled. Second is
how strong our technology base is. And the third is how modern our infra-
structure is. And if I can just make a couple of comments about each of those.

SENATOR SARBANES. Now, that is, how well our people are educated, and
how strong is our technology base.

MR. MAGAZINER. Yes, the educational skills, technology base, and the third
is our physical infrastructure.

Fundamentally, what improves productivity over the long term is when
your workers are becoming more skilled, when they have better tools to work
with, a better technology base supporting them, and when the physical infra-
structure can support the improved productivity in the economy.

Let me just throw out a couple of suggestions about what to do to improve
in each of these areas.

With respect to the education and skill base in the country, we need to take
the following steps:

We need to create a lifelong learning system in this country that makes
sure, from very early on, that kids start off with an even chance. When we
have one out of every four children being born into poverty in this country,
and when we can't afford to waste any one of them in terms of their future po-
tential contribution to this economy, it means that we need, from very early
on, to have serious investment in parenting programs, in child nutrition, in
fully funding Head Start, in trying to add funds to Chapter One programs that
can have the kind of small classes and small school sizes in the elementary
years that are particularly important for kids from disadvantaged back-
grounds.

We need to be able to reach out and integrate social services better into the
schools for those kids.

We need to have educational standards in our schools that allow us to
measure our accomplishment and provide a quality control system on the
educational system.

We need most importantly to have a system of education and training for
those who are not going to go on and graduate four-year colleges.

We do a reasonably good job in this country educating the 25 percent of
our people who graduate four-year colleges in relation to other countries. We
do a lousyjob with the other 75 percent.

What we need is to focus on developing professional and technical pro-
grams for those students who could be modeled on the type of two-plus-two
program which now have begun to exist in a number of states, where we pro-
vide serious apprenticeship training, serious professional and technical train-
ing for those who are going to go directly into the work force and not
graduate four-year colleges.
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And finally, we need a serious universal program to provide incentives for
retraining of our adult work force.

While we spend $300 billion a year in this country educating people be-
tween ages six and twenty-one, we spend only $30 billion, 10 percent as
much, educating people and training them between ages twenty-one and
sixty-five.

So we assume that you've learned 90 percent of what you need to know by
the time you're twenty-one, which, if it were ever true, is not going to be true
in the future.

What's worse is that we spend over 70 percent of our adult education train-
ing money on the already college-educated.

So basically we have perpetuated the system that is geared towards educat-
ing-

SENATOR SARBANES. I missed that point. We spend what now?
MR. MAGAZmNER. Over 70 percent of the total that we spend on adult educa-

tion and training in this country, the $30 billion that we spend, is spent on the
already college educated. So it is spent on the relatively small percentage of
our people who are already graduates of colleges.

SENATOR SA"ANs. And is that in sharp contrast to other countries?
MR. MAGAZmNER. In sharp contrast to other countries, yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. Germany, Japan-
MR. MAGAzINER. We studied six other nations in detail: Germany, Japan,

Singapore, Denmark, Sweden, Ireland.
In all those countries, they have serious professional and technical pro-

grams for those who are not going to graduate four-year colleges. They put a
tremendous emphasis on school-to-work transition programs that better edu-
cate those people. And they also put a much more serious emphasis on train-
ing of adult workers, not just displaced workers, although that needs to be
done, but general programs to upgrade the skills of all the workers in the
economy.

And what we have, unfortunately, is that we have been moving more to-
wards a really elitist kind of educational system, where, if you're from a good
family in terms of economic background or educational background, you can
basically get a good education in this country. If you can afford to pay for it,
or if you live in those neighborhoods where the local tax base can afford to
pay for it, then you can get good education.

If you don't, and particularly if you're from a disadvantaged area, you start
out with almost three strikes against you from the time you enter school.

And then what we do is we start tracking kids, whether we ever admit it or
not, we start tracking kids when they get to high school. Kids are asked to de-
clare, are they going to go on a college path or a general curriculum or voc
path.

And then too often we start treating those kids that chose the voc path or
the general ed path as second class citizens, and they don't get the serious at-
tention that those going on to college get.

And then we spend, on average, about $5,000 a year per pupil of public
money on kids going to college, whereas we spend only $50 per student for
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those who don't go to college, and then that gets perpetuated into the adult
work force where we train only the college educated.

SENATOR RrEGLE. The thing Im struck by is that these other countries, which
have this different pattern that you've just laid out, it seems to me that they ac-
complish two goals at once.

Number one, they have a stronger economic performance. And we're see-
ing that in terms of not just the general economic enrichment of the country,
but also there's more equalitarianism. It's generally a fairer system because
everybody has a chance to participate more fully and to come closer to
achieving their own personal level of potential throughout their lifetime.

And so both are very attractive reasons to go to an Americanized strategy
of that kind.

MR. MAGAZINER. Exactly. I think in a sense, they're being able to live the
American dream better than we are, because the American dream always said
that through hard work, and if you're willing to apply and educate yourself,
and so on and so forth, you can move ahead no matter what your background,
that you don't have to be born an aristocrat to advance.

Unfortunately, in this country now, the way we're going, very often, if
you're born into poverty or if you don't have those initial advantages, your fate
is sealed. And I think what is crucial to understand here is that increasingly in
the future, in the way we organize our private-sector economy, we're going to
be moving towards types of work organization that depend upon better skilled
and better educated front-line workers. So we're going to get away from the
world where all a worker does on the assembly line is to screw in four bolts
eight hundred times a day, and do theirjob and collect their paycheck.

Increasingly, workers on the front lines are going to have to understand
how to use computers, how to do statistical quality control, how to work in
teams to solve problems, how to maintain machinery, how to be multiskilled.
They're going to have to be much better educated and skilled to earn a high
living standard.

So basically we are shooting ourselves in the foot by not educating the ma-
jority of our people up to the kinds of levels that are happening in Germany or
Japan, or I would add, even Singapore or Korea now. And that's going to take
hold unless we do something about it.

In the interest of time, let me run through the other two pieces very quickly.
The second factor that contributes to productivity is the technology base

that we have.
There has never been, in recorded history, a world economic leader who

was also not a world technology leader. Right now, half of our technological
expenditures in this country come from the Federal Government, over $76
billion a year. Most of it is still directed towards defense, some towards en-
ergy and other areas.

Real R&D spending in this country has been going up at a much, much
slower pace for over a decade now than in other countries with whom we
compete.

And in those other countries, the public sector plays a supporter role to in-
dustry in helping industry-led programs for long-term technology develop-
ment
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We don't do that in this country, and I would suggest we need to do that if
we'e going to get our productivity rates up and be competitive.

So I think we need some type of public programs to support the develop-
ment of commercial research and development I would suggest that out of
the $76 billion we spend on Federal Government R&D now, if we were to
take something in the neighborhood of about $10 billion a year of that
amount, which would allow us to match what the Europeans are doing, and
put that amount into the support of commercial research and development; we
would get some potential productivity improvement from that endeavor, in
the long run.

The final area has to do with infrastucture. And here I would like to sound
a warning, as well as provide the opportunity.

We are embarked upon a reduction in our defense spending now, which is
appropriate, given world conditions. But if we continue on the path that we
are now on, we are going to lay off about a million and a half people who are
directly employed now in defense. There's going to be a multiplier of about
three times on that, which means somewhere between five to seven million
people are going to lose their jobs, mostly high-paying jobs, in the next four
to five years.

Right now, all we have for adjustment is a handful of training programs
and other kinds of small incentive programs that are going to address, by no
means, the problems that are going to be created by those defense layoffs.

And if we're not careful, what we're going to do is take an already vulner-
able economy and really put it into the toilet by what we're planning to do.

Now, there's a solution for this. And the solution has to do with investing in
our infrastructure in a way in which both will enhance our overall productiv-
ity and also provide a smooth transition for people from laid off defense
plants.

Up until about fifteen years ago, we had the most modem physical infra-
structure in the world. Our transportation, communications, and energy and
environmental systems were the best in the world.

We have cut our investment dramatically during that period, particularly
the federal portion of our investment. And, as a result; other nations now are
developing more modem infrastructures than we have.

It has long been recognized that; going back to Adam Smith or back to
George Washington, who were very interested in the development of the in-
land waterways in Virginia and so on, physical infrastructure needs to have
public-sector involvement; because the paybacks are too long for the private
sector to do on its own.

Now, the real match here is that; if you look at the infiastucture needs that
we have for 21st century infrstructure, transportation-I mean, high speed
rails, intelligent highways, fiberoptic broad band communications systems,
modem recycling systems to replace the solid waste dumps that we have now,
the combined sewer overflow systems that are now over a hundred years old
in eleven hundred of our cities, modernizing those pieces of our infrastruc-
ture-the skills required to do that are very similar to the kinds of skills that
we're now laying off in our defense plants.
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If you look in my home state, Rhode Island, at the kind of metal working
skills that we have-making submarines, high pressure welding-they are
precisely the kinds of skills that you'd need to make the rails for high speed
rail, or the kinds of skills you'd need to make the tanks for combined sewer
overflow systems, and so on.

The kinds of electronic guidance skills we have for weaponry are exactly
the kind of electronics guidance skills that you would need to develop a high-
speed rail system or an intelligent highway system.

And I could go through a whole long list.
SENATOR SABANms. Let me just add, because I have had some experience

dealing with industries in my own state, people who are doing radar for mili-
tary purposes can just walk right over and start doing radar for civilian pur-
poses, in order to upgrade the air traffic control system at airports all around
the country, which desperately need it

MR. MAGAZiNER. Exactly. There are lots of examples like that. And I think
that what's needed is a system where we increase the funds that we're taking
out of defense now and shift them over into stimulating an infrastructure in-
vestment program.

For example, we take $20 billion a year out of what is now defense spend-
ing or defense cuts and use this amount to stimulate a program where local
municipalities, states, private investors could develop programs, raise some of
the funds themselves, and then be able to have access to some of the federal
funds on a revolving loan basis or a matching grant basis, and therefore be
able to decentralize the decisionmaking on the development of these projects.
Next, the Federal Government would say, we're going to support, maybe, ten
high-speed rail systems or fifty combined sewer overflow systems, or what-
ever, and stimulate people in local environments to compete for those. Then,
those projects would be let out to the private sector, to build and to manufac-
ture for, with just two stipulations.

One stipulation being that they would have to show, as part of their bid,
how they were going to pick up or use an existing defense facility, either sub-
contract to it or buy it outright

And, second, a certain piece of the manufacturing would be done by peo-
ple who are coming off of welfare in a welfare-to-work program, so we can
provide some assistance to our poorer areas in the country.

And then you can use the user fees from these projects to help create a re-
volving fund to help pay back the investments, so you could create a longer
term investment fund here.

Now, if you do this, you can get a smoother defense conversion, number
one.

Number two, you can modernize our infrastructure which is crucial to our
productivity development as a nation.

Number three, you can help stimulate new manufacturing industries, the
companies that would be making the equipment and the goods that are
needed for these infrastructure products, much as the Federal Highway Pro-
gram in the fifties stimulated our construction equipment industry and our en-
gineering industries.
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And then, fourth, you could develop local sources of investment that would
then be able to be on-going as these revolving funds churned themselves over
the years.

SENATOR REGLE. Let me just say to you there, and rll just take a minute be-
cause we have all three of you to hear from, I think you're exactly right There
can be little refinements on the margin, but that's a sensible, intelligent strate-
gic economic plan for the country.

And, as you point out, other countries have done this. And they've done it
earlier than we have, and so they're ahead of us now, making-

SENATOR SARBANEs. We haven't done it at all.
SENATOR RrEGLE. No, we haven't done it. They've done it, and so they're out

ahead, and we're still flopping around here.
But the problem is, when that issue is posed, you run into kind of a philo-

sophic fork in the road. In a sense, you're saying this problem is so big, it's so
national in scope, that government and the private sector really have to think
and work together.

That's what rm hearing you saying. We have to have a team approach. I
call it a team America approach, where business and government and labor sit
down and fashion an aggressive adjustment economic growth strategy.

But there are some people, even after the disaster of the economic perform-
ance of the eighties, who will argue that if government in any way, shape or
form, is involved, even in a discussion of this sort, that somehow or another
we're going to come out worse off than we are if we sit down and talk with
them.

Now, I think that's crazy. But the point is, somehow we have to vault over
the objections of people who are philosophically set in their mind. And basi-
cally it is the extreme free-market approach where they say, just let nature
take its course and eventually, it may be dog eat dog, but finally we'll end up
with the best result.

I think all the evidence is to the contrary, which is causing us to fall behind.
MR. MAGAZINER. If you'll look at what rve proposed, first of all, Im a be-

liever in markets and rm a believer in a private enterprise system.
SENATOR RiEGLE. So am I.
MR. MAGAZINER. So rm not proposing that the government, in any way, try

to dictate investment or take over the country by any means.
SENATOR RrEGLE. That's right. Nor am I.
MR. MAGAZINER. Throughout our history, going back to colonial days, it has

been accepted that the government has a role to play in education, and that
there is a role for a public education system.

And it has been accepted that government has a role to play in the building
of the basic infrastructure, the transportation, communication, waste disposal
infrastructure. And we could name most of our great presidents who signifi-
cantly added to that, both Democrat, Republican, Whig, however far you
want to go back. They recognized that role, and it has long been established in
economic theory, even going back to Adam Smith who was the champion, af-
ter all, of markets, but acknowledged that the government had a role to play in
infrastructure development
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The only thing that would be without that kind of long historical precedent
would be what rve proposed on a technology policy.

But even here, we have had, since the early fifties, a long-time science pol-
icy in the country, which we recognized was necessary. And I think there's a
growing body of evidence that broadening that policy to include a technology
policy, because there are so many externalities involved with long-term tech-
nology development, is something which can be an assistance of the market,
rather than in some way replacing the market.

And don't forget, you already have a situation where the Federal Govern-
ment spends half the R&D dollars in the country. So it's not something where
we're saying, increase the federal role. We're saying, take some funds that we
now spend on defense R&D, and recognize the shift that is taking place in
what's important to us in the world, and put it in support of commercial R&D.

The final argument that rd make is that we stand alone in not doing these
things. Virtually every other government in the world, whether run by conser-
vatives, liberals, social democrats, have recognized the value of policies like
this, and have done so for many years.

The Japanese Government and the German Government have been conser-
vative governments for a long time. And they have backed the kinds of tech-
nology policies, major infrastructure investments, and federal role and state
role in training, that I am suggesting.

So it should not be an ideological issue.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Magaziner follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF IRA C. MAGA2INER

America is at a cassrvads. We caG choose an economy tha relies upon lw wages,
or we can creare a high wage economy by buildng high performance week armuinons and
the high doIs needed to sustin them. America has been maldng a silent cihice hfr the low
wage path.

Productivity improvement is the angina that drives living standards long Since
1973, U.S. productivlty has risen ar only one percent per year. It now aks nearly three
yers to achieve the same productivity improvment we used mo achieve i one yea. Because
of this downturn. real weekly eamings have fallen by more than 15 percent since 1969, with
the grcreSt decline affecting the bottom 70 percent of our workr.

If U.S. productivity continues m falter, real income will continue to drop.

Though many factors corroribure to produetivity improvement, I will focus on three
importam; ones which -qure governmeTa leadership:

* People who ame well educare

* A strng technology base.

A modern infias e.

PEOPLE WHO ARE WELL EDUCATED

We are enring a new era where the wealth of nations will be detanined not by
military miglh but by commerial compethiven ess And suecess in th economic
competition will depend not on the brilliance of a seler handful but on the puductive
capacity of all the poplc- The policies that made Amcrica rich when strong backs, long
boamr, and simple routine could produce a good day's pay simply won't do the job in a wotid
where workers must use computers, exercise judgmen and work in teams.

Hreh P-Eformanc Work

The orgnfztn of America's work places today is largely modeled aftr the mass
production system made famous by Henry Fordlin the early 20th century. The premise is
simple: Cplex jobs ame broken down into a myriad of discrete, simple tmas, which
wars repeat continuously.
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From the turn of the centmry through the 1960s, the United StatS prospecd under this
system creating milions of new jobs for immigrants and famers mignating to the cities.
Wd1h our vast domestic markt enco=Sgtng more capital mvesunent, mass production helped
make the United States tWe umost producive, rst and largest manufacturer in the woid
with the largest middl class of any nation. S's in manuifruning caused te principles
of mass production to spread to the service sector - to our hospitals, banks, retail stos, =ad
schools.

Under tlis model of work, most employes need not be highly ski-ed It is fr moe
important that they be reliable, steady and willing tw follow directons. By Inning work to
short cyces that axe epeated hundreds of =es a day. workers learn how to perfoinm de
tasks more quickly and cefecdvdly.

The systsm is controlled centrally by maiagers, planne and supervisors. This goup
does the thinking for the organiaion, interacing with customers and supplicrs, designing
products. deminung produCtion, planning saategy and budgets and mouvalng and
disciplining workers on the line. An extive hierarchical supervisory structure with
elaborate administrative procedures allows management to control those employees who
actually 'make" the product or 'provide" e serVICe.

As the new cenury approaches, the old work orgap mion will not support a high
wage nation like the United States.

Today, customers are prepared to pay higher prices for qualty, varey and immediacy.
To succeed in the new global narkerplac high: wage nations can continue to earn higher
wages only by producing the highest quality goods and services, providing greater product
choice, introducing new products more frequently, and creating automated systemsS thar are,
more complex than those that can be operated n low-wage countries-

Inrasing variety and inmediacy complicates production; the number of tasks to be
perfomed by front-line worers increases exponentially, and the tasks change frequently.

More planners ame needed to develop procedures for new product introductions and
more schedulers are needed to schedule greater product variety. As more automation is used,
more s up Uime and maintenance people are needse As quality requiretnents incras, maot
checkers are need to chek the checkers already in place to assure quality. To control all
this, adminisrative guidelines rigid preplanning, work prooedmes and service functions
multiply muil bureauacy overwhelms efmriency and quality. The system becomes
inflexible, cumbersome and slow to respond.

There is an altemadve. Over the past decade, organizatons in the United States and
abroad hae moved towar high performance wprL The guiding principle of this system is to
reduce bureaucracy by giving authority for a wide range of tasks to front-line wodtr
Workers are asked to use judgment and make decisions. Management laycrs disappear as
front-line workers assume responsibility for many of the tasks that othm used to perform -
from qtualriy control to scheduling.

This type of work reorganization reques investment in edulaion and turiing.
Workes need to be educated in order to function in the high perfomTnanc work place They
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need t be mnlz-skled to perfma varicty of tascs and to assoune. increasing
reponslhL Supervrs also need t leam a new style of management. As firnt-lineworkers learn to supervise hemselves and motoic their work, nmidle-le-vl manamrs musmove into the role of a coach, sharing inf=znation with woziers

As employees' responsibilities am redefined. the pay levels ofen rse t reflecr their
new qualifpradons and increased capabilitie The productivity and qualiry gains - tgetherwith the savings derived horn a reduced adminisazive bureau:rcy- mcret dan offset theoosts of highe wages and skill developmet Lower rnstu ae achieved by reducing
Overhead. lowering invenory, and reducing mIq.es and rework.

Whatever the Industry or iitution - horn fctodis tD affices, schools to goveranA
agencies - these new wdor Cgaxations$ sbahe be following pniples:

* Organizadons ae goal oriente& There is a stong emphasis on a common
mission and an. nstitution-wide focas on continuous finprovECUL

* Authority and responsibly are decentrlized Manages or adininistIazots
develop objectives, br fhour-line workers determine tt means to achieve those
objectives.

* Font4ine wordkrs, independently and in teams, suggest and foruats policy, aswell as process and product i , and axe itrumenmal in solving
problems. Strong communicarion exists at all levels and is steamlined by
flattening tbe oraizational hierardy-

* The work environmenr and work schedule are zedesigned The work place is
often cleaner, roo .er brighter. with work stations and equipmert situated forbetter communiczn and interaction. Rigid scheduling is replaced with flexible
blocks of time to permit intensive work on a single task, team planning and warn
teMacino

* Work is defined as an entire job rather than discre tasks. From-line wodes
use judgment, make decisions and have rcsponsIbiliies beyond specific
focins.

* There is a higer ratio of direct fm=-Iine wovn s to indirect managers or
admini tratoms

* Many indirect functions am assigned to direct wad= Witlin a tem,
employees handle iheir own schaning, inventory, minor maintenance,
resources, personnel issues and quillty. Indirect workers' jobs am reddined.
Suprvisors, managers and ad sraors ccae+ and support rather than
discipinc.

* Technology no longer drives the process, but assists workers in performing their
jobs. Wodrms, not machines, control the pace of wor

72-543 - 93 - 2
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* Jobs arc fleble. Through eduuation and raining, wores have the ability to
perform a variety of jobs. Rotation may be spontaneous or managed to balance
woddoad&. Employees ae allowed to take irritianve and work coflaboraxiely.

* Seniority compensafion is often supplemented with compensation based on skdl,
knowledge and oup performance.

By organizing woakt rkm he guidelines, compames have hrproved quality,
produutivty and customer and worker sisaetion.

Tbere ae exples of compareies that are beginning to funcrion as high performance
work orgauzaliona In mast cases, the are our best and most productive companies. A faw
good examples are not enougb We need to learn from those institUtions that hae mle
steps toward high peoonance work, and provide incntives for others to move in a similar

Our Education Cballen~e

If we ae to meet the needs of the high performance wororre. we mnS cream a
hMan investment system to ed and train Americans from early childhood through their
adult working life. Our success in developing the world's preemincot learning system will be
the most important far in determining our fuure standard of living.

In the nineties and beyond, what we earn will inrasingly dpend on whar we can
leart, and on how well we can apply what we learn in the workplace. A college graduasa
jomnng tihe labor fore= this year will earn 70 pew= more than a high school graduate- The
eartnins of younger workers who dropped oUt of high school, or who got no more uaining
after fhnihing high school, fell by more than a fith over the last 10 years.

Despite the importance of education and skills, we are failing to provide adequate
training to the majority of our peopole

* Millions of our children arrive at school already behind because of pmrental drug
or alcohol addiction, poverty or the lack of a stable home environent.

* Over 25 percent of our smidents drop our before fniushing high schooL

* The majority of our students who do not go on to four year colleges have fbw
options to gain skills relative to their countrparts in other nati.

* Many qualified students are finding it harder to afford a college education as
costa skyrocket and available financial aid falls to keep pace

Arneria. under-invests in adult training programs, compared to other nations.
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World Ma Edueational Standards

We need to set and m= world class standards Today we have an educational syse
thastoo ofli moves peoplc up the ladder whelhe they study or no, and dumps people int
the worifore whethar or not they have the silds it takes to succeed. We're too soft-harted
to make kids mM tugh Standards. We wory that ftunking =s bruises their sel-esteem
But it's a hot crueler to let them remain uneducated, and live poor.

We mst devlop a meaningful nadonl e dxaminaton sysm. Th exams shold be
benebmadkd to maDh the be=t.in the weold. Ihe standards we st shouldn't be used simply
to measur results. They shoald beuseid tic- Wxpectations, and to give school
incnreives to improve 5 'i* peforu

It is just not mte that only our most villd students can do demanding woc Our
cmliedtn all arnd the waod know dtat it's effort. not ability, that masts mos for
educadonal acliev=tL Iat is the real lesson of the outstanding results achieved in lunnr-
city poor and rural chools by remarkable ts.

All over this comuny, when parents and teachs and adminbmeo= s challenge
American kids MO do dir best, they come through with world class perfooances It is not a
quesnon of ability. It is a question of on commitmen

A Level Plavin eld for All Children

Our second educational challeage is to make sure that all of our children strt out on a
level playing field, because national standards can't be fair unless we do. We have to work
hard to see that every American school has a challenging, rich curmiculum, thar every acher
has the opporunity to develop the skills that he or she needs to tach welL

In the past, fte por, mincrice and hnmigranzts have too often been victims of a
system which held them to lower standards than others and providcd fewer opportaides.
Too often, less is expected Less is provided. We shouldn't be surprised when less is
dclivtEc

We've got to fi= tha. Fortmately, we know how. For starter. stdy after study
shows ha the Head Start program pays off blg. Surely a country that found S500 billiondollars to ball out the savings and loa mvdtsly can find $5 billion dollars to fund fully the
Rlead Starm program. Surely we can carry out the recommendation of the National School
Readiness Task Force to enable states and localities to offer prenatal cae, day care, and
family support services tha can prevent learning problems and equip chiden to make tihemost of school.

Surely we amn provide =m funds for the Chapter One program, so that we can have
anier classes in the early grades for poor and disadvanaged childle. There is now ampleevid to donsate that class sizes with 15 childn to one mahr in the early gradescan prodUce messrable and lasting learning gains, whiich incrase the cances of por

chdr staying in school and succeeding.
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Incretse the Graduation Rate

We should launch an all-out effort to increase our high school graduation rate to 90

peceni by the year 2000. Nearly a quar= of our high school students fail to graduane on
tire. In some cittes the drop om ram is 50 percent. Tese dropouts are doomed to a seris

of low skilled, low wage jobs, or a life on the outskits of society, which often leads to crime
and prismn.

It's no wander we have the highst incarcration ram in tbe world and spend more
money to keep people in prison than to send then to college. We need to make something of
the lives we're wasting.

Some kids are going to drop our no what we do. We can't just wriin those kids
off. We should foun a youth oppornmity corp thar would recruit young high school dropouts
for a year or two, pay them entry level wages. and help them develop self discipline and
productive 5ills. Since we're scaling back our miiary fumes as the Cld War ends, why
don't we make the most of the training facilittes and the expert personnel in our mfilury -
the best training grotnd on earth - by using them to reach in the youth opportunity corp?

A youth opportunity carp would give dropouts the opporunky and the discipline to
complete their high school diploma at the same standards as everyone else and a second
chance to earn a decent living.

A National Education Trust Fund

No American who is qualified should be denied the opportunity to pursue further
education after high school due to inadequate financial resourcs. Pell Grants should be
rcained, but we ought to scrap the existig studemn loan pogram. We waste over $3 billion
dollars yearly on loan defaults and S1 billion dollars in bank st. -:-es -ry year. We should
replace it with an education us fund.

This trust fund would give every American, Tegmdless of incorne, the right to borrow
the money to finance a college education. But a student would have to be willing to pay the
money back as .a small addisional percentage to their intome taxes.

A National Aosrenticeshio Proemin

We should challenge American business to help Americans develop shills in the work
place. Something's wrong with a country that strips the dignity frot blue collr work by
permitting younger workers with a high school diploma to watch their earnings drop 20

percet over a decade.

Amcrica still hab a good college systm, and we should cherish iL But no more than
25 percent of the kids in any age group in any country in the world graduate ftorn four-year

colleges. Increasingly, the skills of the other 75 percent will determine whether we sutxed
economically as a nation.
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Today In Amerca, we ofren pay too little attnuun wo Eose not graduating ftum
colLege. They live as se d-class idzn in our schools. By cong L, in Eumpe, serious
proffSionaL, technical and apprehiceship prograrns exist for the non-college bound, to
pmovide a high quality educeanon and a rmooth transition firom school to woIk.

I prOpose to engage bndstry and our schools in an effort to care tidsy- cerified
aPPrentdiceizips where stldents can pursue 3-4 year programs starting in high school and
co11ilning at community colleges or technical schools mo advance therr education and skills so
that they ame prepared to enter the high perfonnance work world of ith fitnc.

Industry associations wig help define the standards for these programs. They will be
asked to provide work-based lgarning oppremnities and partt-me summsr jobs for s n

omolled in The programs. And they should give pICreernce in hiring to sIuInXts who
complzet the comse. The educaion st fund I proped earLier would pay far adent
wishing to Dn-er apprenticeships.

Today, college may seem the only path to success. We need to change this. We mmt
provide muldIple educational options leading to succcss A national apprenticeship program
will provide that opportnuniy for the neglected majority who do not gradnate four-year
colleges

Worker Trainlng

Most other developed contries require companies to contribte to uiveia worker
training syseMS. We do nOt. As a result, many U.S. companies do not inveSt in woirtraining because they fear that uained workes will leave them, prvendtg them from
realizing the reun on their invesunu.

Inducements should be provided for US. companies to train their workers or to
contribure to public effort, to train adult workers in gnera]L

Creating a broad based system for training in the U.S. would encourage companies tO
move IOwards high performance work and would help equip our existing wod= tO continue
on increase their earnings to zerneeCt.

A STRONG TECHNOLOGY BASE

Since colonial days, one of the reasons America has prospered is our rack for usng
scientific kIowledge to create commercial products. Americans have always been a pcal
people. Maybe we didn't always pioneer the basic science. But we used to hold the lead in
putting science and technology to real-world uses

More recently, We have been strong scientifically, but we seem to have lost a lot of
Our talent for converting science into products. Too often, we have won the battle of
claiming parenLS, but lost the war of craing wvalth

Here are some examples of what I'm talking abouL
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Americn sciens ax Raytheon invened the mierowave oven. But today. ilis
Korean and Japanese companies who produce 90 prC= of the world's
miowave ovms - including mos of the microwaves in American kitchens.

American sciendis at RCA invented the color television. But tmday, European
and East Asian companies prodrce aover 97 percurt of die world's color

televisions, including 85 percent otf the TVs Amencans waich.

* Amodom scentists at Ampext invented the VCR. But today. Japanese Korean1
and European compaies produce over 99 percent of the world's VCRs including
vimally ill of those bought by Americans.

* Ama scientists funded by the Defense Deparunen invened the numnedcay
connmolled machine tool. Bur today, European and Japanese companies proluce
over 75 percet of these mahine iincudlng six out of ten machines as wok in
American factries.

* American sienDsts at AT&rs Bell Labs and at Texas Instruments iyveaud the
basic technology that led to the wadd's first memory chip. But today. Japanese
companies produce over 80 per of thB woridds memory chips, including over
50 percent of those bought by American companies.

American scientists backed by NASA sent the first commercial communicalions
satellites into space. But today, a European company called Aerienne Espace
has over half of the commercial space launching business.

* Amican scientists at BeU Laboratories frst mverted the solar cell to conveat
sunlight to electricity. But today, Japanese and European companies have well
over 70 percent of the world market.

* American scientsts at IBM first invented high tempera ure sapercondcs, just
six years ago. But today, the Japanese are already ahead in commercializing
produces fronm this new rwhnology

I am afraid that I could continue this list fur pages There arm cases where America
still leads the world in commercializing produc of course. But the list of squandered leads
is growing faser.

More than half of our trade deficit is with nations like Japan. Germany. France,
Sweden, Holland, Swixland and Denmark who pay highr wages and higher btcfirs to

their wovkers than we do to ours. They don't bear us with cheap labor, they bear us with
technology and skills.

In fomer days, basic Trsearch was done in tmiversines. Then, company or
goverm=nut laboratory scieiusts read the papers produced and began to think of new
techoogie Then. company product dniisions began to enginmer product prototypas to Wm

to their customers. Then. customers looed them over and suggested modificalions. 1Tan,
products were intoduced to the marker. Then. companies worked on ways to manmdz=ur
these new products more efficiendy. The process from basic scince to mss production took
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decades.

Today. ths process doesn't move in slow. steady Saps any more. The whole proces
is accelemar, and the stages overlap. Even before the basic sc5 is proven, appliedresearch often begins, product developments gets underway, market research is done, andmanufacturing processes are developed ._ and here is where we fall behind.

In America, these cady scp towards technology commercdalisaion are usually nby companies woeking On their own. They compete head-to-bead with cach oth=, ofteduplicating each other's work as they compete. In Eurpe and Japan. these steps in what issomemes called the "pre-mrpetive" stage are taken m cooperation Companies wnr witheach other, and with govermmea-supporrd. research institutes and r to apCela
the process of ithig xcience into marketable prodncts. In Europe and Japan, ii is only when
the first gencmri of products is ready To be developed that competition is promoted - andthen companies compete fiercely with each other. More and more, what we're seeing is that
the early-stage compeddon is among nations, an d the later stage among companies. Thatpresents us with a problem, because in America. these kinds of parmehips have been
frowned upon as meddling with the free markeL

Some of us may not philosophically approve of any kind of goverement involvement
in industrial development. Bua it is the realiy in today's international marketplace. More tothe point, when done wish care and good sense, it can work. If we want to live up to the
Amenicn legacy of practicality, we can't lea our bias blind us to die effectiveness of the rightkinds of technology policy.

European governments spend billions of dollrs each year to pioneer the products ofthe 1990s. The Entopeans ae determined. Over S25 billion dollrs of government money
went to finance the development of Airbus. The investment has paid off£ Airbus has 25perent of the world's commercial jet aircraft macrke surpassing Lockheed and McDonnell
Douglas, and Europe benefits from the crion of 50,000 high slilled jobs and $5 billion ofpositive trade balance.

In Japan, billions are being spent on dozens of joint projecs binagng rogether
companies, goventrnent laboraores and universides to develop new products in
biotechnology to new high pedfonmance materials to new electronic devices.

What do we have to march these effort? A few hundred rnilion dollars f tnmledthrough the Defense Department for a handful of projects, and a recendy passed $50 million
fund in the Department of Comrnerce. Germany and Japan now spend far more than us
relative t the size of thei economics on commecial research and development. And theresults are about what you'd expec - the foreign sbate of parents granted in the U.S. has
exploded.

There are a few dozen basic technologies wbich will support new growth industiesand revitalize traditional ones over the next decade. We cannot predia which will be the
most impctaar. or the pace of their comnrctializadio& Bur we aready have a pretty goodidea of what most of them am. A major economic power must be competitive in all of them.The Japanese and the Europeans have explicit plans to do just thar.. They are putting moneyand sesoarces behind their plans. We are only haphazardly doing so through defene spioffs
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and occasional progrms liMe Sematwch. When we had a lock on tchnical Leadership, we

icensed the Japanese and Europeans. It is uncl whether they will do the same for us.

We should creare a national civilian research and development program to support

privat sector R&D In futnre commcal technologes.

This program would promote basic reseaIch, product development, applications

aigeeting and prototype ranufacnring.

We already spend almost S76 billion annually on public resenCh in this counlry. but

most of it has litle commercial ine. Over 60 ,pmnt of these funds go to defense R&D. I
propoe shifting S10 billion of these fimds to help stimulate commercial R&D.

Now, rm nor talling about a hand-oua to privamt business, and rm not talking about a
go-i-slka government program. Companies sbould take fte lead in defining pojects and
should be required to put up at least 50 percent of funds to be invested.

I'm also in favor of extending the R&D tax credit to make it pennanent, so that
companies can make long-tern plans to invest in more R&D.

Research and development investmentus ae expensive and risky. They also tend to
have "spillover effects that benefit the rest of us, not just the companies who pay for the
That's why it's proper for government to help support companies who increase their R&D
investments.

No major natin in recorded history has been the wold's economic leader unless it
has also been the word's technology leader. We must invest to ensure that America takes
back its tc=hnological lead.

BUMDINQ A MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE

We face two challenges during tids next decade We must convert much of our
military base to commercial use without disrupting our people and we most crcate the world's
leading economic foumdarion for 21st century commerce.

Up umtil 15 years ago, America's economic foundation - our infrasnuctme - was
second to none. Today, after a decade of shameful neglect, our economic foundatioe is losin
its competitive edge- Our infrastrucure investments have collapsed! If this trend continues.
ou- economy won't have a base upon which to bild

But we've still got a chance to camih up. Wth te end of the Cold War, we have an
opportuny to shift resources into a campaign to build a preeminent economic fourdmnm f
the 21st century.

I propose a plan to fit together four goals. One goal, is to ceate the wold's best
economiz snpport ba Second is to keep the defense industrial base busy in puaceme, by
phasng resomnres ou Of miliary producun and: into inrasemu e ivesenL hd 1 i5W .

give a boost to inrastru -relaed manufacuing inousm=es with poential for major expOrt
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growth- Mm fourth goal, running through the other three, is o provide good jobs to
America worlmrs.

For sarc. we've got co quit letting our convenuonal mL We should
cclrate the repair of ouroadis, bridges, sewers, and the rest of our support systems. But

just rC0mveg from neglect isn'E good enough. We can't be content just to eh up. We've
got to movehear. A world-leading iafrasmicrine for the 21st cnuiry will require high
speed trAnspordion and comunication sysres It calls for clean, efci nt power
gcnecaon. And we'll also need cornprhcasive waste managerne systems.

Sinv colonial times, Atarcan leaders have consistently understood the Importancz of
tiansporuzion to economic succsL Dcde after decade, with each new advanee in transport
technology, America led in the development of efficient roads, canals, ports, railroads,
airports aid super-highways.

Bet over the past two decadcs, we have fallen behind our main economic competitors.
They have Invested heavily m new technologies: We haven't To ensmne our futme
economic success, we must build a 21st cenmry:transportahion infrasructme, including high-
speed raiL invelligent" hiahway systems, and efficient short-haul air trnsportation.

8ig Soeed Rail

Eigh speed Tail transportation can be economically sensible, energy-conserving,
environmentally sound, and safer than auto and air taveL

Overcrowding and delays in our major urban ccnters cost society in terms of lost time
and productivity. Our highways and airports are congested because few real altmratives
exist. High-speed rail systems would shift some of the trafflc burden away from our
congested streets and airways. Technologies eist today in other countries to dramaticalLy
increase train speed.

Germany, France and Japan - countries that have oaditionally relied on rail
transportatian for short and medium-length tnips:- already benefit from train travel at speeds
of 160-190 miles per hour, and technicians are resting ideas that will lead, befarre too long, to
trains hitning 300 miles per hour. The U.S. has no high-speed gpound =msponation
manufacturing capability, and only one U.S. passenger railcar manufacturer. Now, our
transporttiion n'ts aren't the same as other countries, but ther's still a big place for high-
speed rail travel in America We need to catch up.

lintaeigent" Hishways

Technological advances will soon make possible a dramatic improvement in intty
ravel. By linidng nsmart cars' with "smart highways in an inmlllgnt vehicle highway
sysiczmwe can improve the speed of automobile u'avel and the capacity of major highway
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tavel co cdam

U.S. cties are currenly expernmenting with simple sensor and communicafions
systems which alert passengers to tafrxc conditions automatically, so they can adjust their
routes to fit road conditonst Machin on the drawing boartis will acnmally convey vehicles
in anomaked bigh-speed lanes. We don't know exactly what these new technologies are
going to look like, but we do know it's going to be crucial for America not to get left behind.

Sbort-haul Alrcraft

fllroto? aircraft take off about like a lelicopter, but then fly like a conventional
airplane. Thesn airplanes can operate from very small airports. And that fiees up space at
larger airports for long haul tnafflc. It also f f eaza xnvele for shorthaul
travellers.

The U.S. has fallen behind other nations in the development of short-haul tmrbo prop
planes for commercial traveL A successl commercial development of til-rotor technology
would allow u to leapfrog" *zrcign competitors In short travel aviation.

Communication

We can't compete if we can't communicate. A world-leading communications
foundation in the 21st century will req tie neligeng networks- which can store, process
and distribute informatrinn We'll also need to wor on getting fiber optic transmissron lines
to most homes and wudplaces. And we'll need benter and better software systems and dam
bases to support the communication system.

Developing the world's best communicaton network will require investnerv ;s hib-
speed computing, glass fiber, dam compression, network management software, L.-_
other areas. It also calls for moving forward to implement technology we've already
developed, including fiber cable, analog to digital conversion devims, and getting existing
;rmation -- public iecords, databases, libraiies, educatonal materinal and so on -
convetted into the rigit format and put on line where people using the new technologies can
ge at u.i

Power Generation

Cheap, efficient power generation will be an essential part of an econotmiraly
competitive inframnsturue for the 21st ceny. And it's also got to be able to meet
envbmnzental standards, even as those standards become more and more ambiious in the
decades ahead

Over the next decade, we can expect significnt strides in developing new kinds of
fuel Cells, advanced batteries and even compressed-air energy stage. We can also look
forward cD conrinuing progress in alternative energy sources such as photovoltics, solar-
thrcmal lectric systems, geothermal systems, wind generators and ocean thermal energy
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converson. We need to be rady to take these discoveries out of the laboramry and onto
construction sies.

The US. has pionred the creaion of most of these technolog;es. But othe cotrmes
am SIng the lead in developing, applying and manufacturing them.

Waste DimoWl

Snuclmd economies of the 21st century will have to find etffint ways to dispose of
their waste wih minimal poilnipn. By the year 2000, Amerians are expected to geme
over 216 million tas of municipal solid waste each year.

Curreatly, we ship most of this waste to .ledfils Mo recently, we have increascd
the pardon we recycle and incinerate. Efficiem sysmems to recycle Wvaste will have to be
developed and put mto wide use if we ate to avoid costly pollution problems.

Similar challenges exist with waste wa= and septage and sludge disposaL Most
municipalities have combined sewer overflow systems which are fifty to a hundred years old,
and which cannot process wasre when rains overload the sewage systems. New solurions are
nlded lo regulate the. flow of waste water and sewage, and major investenes am required in
holding tanks, control valves and pipe replacemenL

A Competittve Infrastructure Industry

Ameriman companies played a leading roie in serving the world with the n=
generation of infastructure =hnologies. The United States exported locomotives, car and
trnuks, airplanes, road building equipment, copper telephone cable, electromechanical and
clctnic telecommunicaion swiching devices and control panels, power plants and gas
turbies, sewage rrAcanen plants, process control computers and instruments for many of
these plants. American companies provided engineering services to the world to design and
build these facrdes-

Our companies seized leading positions through the experienx they gamed as they
built facilities in the United States which wer ahead of anything else in the worLd. This
experince, and the chance to spread R&D costs! over a large home market base, gave U.S.
companies a 'leg up' on foreign competition.

It can happen again, If we make it happen Companies which pioneer products and
establish efficient manufacting facilities to supply the manspartation, communwicaton, power
generation and environmental infrasmctures of the 21st century will have booming
intemarional businesses. These companies will be on the leading edge of technology. This
technological lead can crease high value-added jobs which cannot easily be bid away by low-
wage countries.

An aggressive prograim to build up America's infrastructure would help spawn
competitive U.S. indastries which could provide senrrns to the U.S. economy for many
decades to come.
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Defense Conversion and Infrustrycture

With the decline of Eh6 Cold War, it no oager makes sense to invest hundreds of
billions of dollars In weapons that are unMlikly ever to be used- But actbacs in defense
spending can canse hards3ip for cmminunes which depend upon defense contractors for
high-paying. STadiy jobs. We need a plan for preserving these jobs in a peacosime economy,
and inctrctmr can be the key to that plan

Some people propose udlizng savings finm defense cuts to fund retraining progesa.
lut Tdis is not enough, on its own, w solve the problem. Them am not enough of die right

kinds of jobs available for these etained worl=s Others want To apply all of ThC savings
diccdy to deficit reduction. But if millions lose jobs, the increased requirement for public
unemploymct insurance, welfare and other assistance pxograms could swallow up a big part
of ft savings.

To simply cut defease expeiuries and allow the people and facilities now used for
defense manufacture to be '"modtballed" would have disastrous short-tarm, and potentially,
long-term consequences. As contrans art cancelled, plans will scale back or shut down
m_-9 A"s d; pas1 aS i :=s.. I j.- _ - --. -. --- _ _ La, -.. I
retail and service companies whose estence depends upon the flowing stream of militry
funding. The mulhiplier effect could put millions of workcrs on the, steM.

Lost jobs mean higher uncmployment rarcs, mote individuals without health benefits,
longer welfare rolls and fewer people in the tax base. And. already weak financial
institutions will fMnd themselves with loan and mortgage defaults by faltanng businesses.

In short, the commercial economy will have great difficulty absorbing the shock an its
own in any reasonable emount of tine. We cannot leave it to ma: forcs aided by a 'gab
bag" of economic adjustment measures to regenerate the jobs and -: c 414-
will be lost.

Many of the skdlls and technologies required to build our Infrastructure for the Z1st
century are similar to those now used in our defense industries. Engineers and workers used
to designing and producing pssurized parts for submarines will find a use for their talents In
the pressuized parts needed for high efficiency power generation or incineration facis.
Woers used Tn welding parts for military vehicles or munitions wll find a need for their
metalwoiing skills in the fabrication of sewer ocverflow pipes and tanks or rails and railcars
fr bigh peed train sytms. Elecronic guidance experts can be challenged by the
requirements for intelligenr highway systems. Military communations personnel will find
applcatons for their skills in the growing commercial communications sector. Some
retraInmg will of course be necessary, but not a massive armount

To rc-deploy these capabiites fmm defense to commercial infrastructre indusis; is
our key challenge. And the government has a role. ank a respoasibility to stimulate -aret
fbrces and private players to meet this challenge. Market forces alone will not drive the
change far tbree reasons. Firsm, most of the companies now producing deftnse goods lack
knowledge of how infirastructre businesses work, and in many cases are ill-equipped to serve
commercial marke. Second, prudent companies will be reluctant to invest in these now
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businesses unless they om s a sizable long-tn market developing And t deFense
engmeess ofn lack the cost-contrnol mentality so important to a commercial businesaL

The 21st Centmry Econoiac Foundation Trust

Over the ne- decad I propose to place $200 billion of federal funds iDto a at fimnd
ti carry out a trsafornmaion of our economic foundazion. The trust fund would leverage this
seed money with addional fund from state and local goversnents and private investos

The f[Md wuld stimulate states, m1-iceilies, local authodties and privt m es
to undertake the building of these pipjacts. The creation of large predictable msa fut
infiastrucMM would in mn stimulate private indestry to invest to serve the new muas.
Comparies wishing to bid on projects which use fderal funds could be requited to purchase
or subconnact work to existing defense frflldjs to help them convert to peaceime use.
Thcy may also be required to establish or subconutract some work to faciies in poor Urban or
*ral aeas and to udli former welfare wa as pan of their workforce.

There am a number of different ways the fund can be organized. for insumce as a
series of revolving loan accounts or as a system modeled along che lines of Fannic Mae.

Re it Loan- A unts

The federal government could establish a series of independent authoniies designated
to oversee the development of various infrasrucntre pmjects, i.e. a rail authority. a
communications authority, etc. Each authority xould make grants. below-market, or marlet
rate Ja to states and locates for fasmre prjects. Depending upon the risk In
in the pmject and the local authority's ability to pay, a match of between 20-50 percent could
be rured as a condition of participaion. The funds would replenish thmlves as loans
me repaid. States and localities currenly use revolving funds such as those for wastc watr
trea~ten and sewage programs.

The federal governmcnt would commit to financing a certain perent of the cost of a
prujec; states and municipalidies or private Investors would make up the remainder. Usa
fees, such as today's road tolls or solid waste disposa Charges could finance the private and
public cost of hlal bond issues or private invesUnentS.

This option requires that each infrastructure proeer generate .adequate user fees to
finance the borrowing or provide a retirn on the eapitaL Depending upon the prject, nser
fecs could pay back the entire federal share as well as the local public or private shares, or
part of the federal share could be used as a granL Rather than encouraging the maxdm of
getting something for nothing, this plan forces: realistic planning and economic construc.ion

This is also a step towards a capital budger in which the need to invest for the sake of future
gencrations is protected by its own rvenue stais.

Establishing specific revenues that replenish the fund is a way to asuem that our
generation's commitmene to the future is kept and thas federal government investmenn in
public fealiies will not be cut by the growth in the consumption budget.
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'A Fannie Mae Type Structure"

In the past, the fa government has stimulated privat mesomees for specfic types
of projects sucb as housing and student Loans through. orgenizios:like Fannie Mae that buy
mortgages or loans fim banks and thrifts so that they can grant additional loans with the
same equity. Ie federal government could Create a federally-chartered investment
carporarion to buy infsucusre loans to stmulire additional invesunent in infissricure

For example, a bank could e a loan to a municipality or&a corporaton for the
canstuctim of a new waswater reannent plant. The govertmenicould buy the loan from
the bank, enabling the bank to make ainother loan without taking on additional risk.

Fannie Man, Freddie Mac and other fede~ally-chzrtered corporations re the afety
of their inves=tru by creatig well-defined parameters for the loans that they will bay.
Banks respond by selling loans based on these psamer rusllne laans would be
based on imi r.well-define parameters - a kIy difference would be that these parametrs
may dif4 depending on whether the loan was tb repair a bridge, build a new landing edge
waswa treaneent plant, or build a high speed rail syst. The federal gov ment could
ensure its investment further by requiring muricipalities to take some of the risk -
guaranteeing a portion of defeulted loans.

The corporation would financ itself foni the federal fiuns put into the corporation,
levemaged by securities issued to the public through she stock exchange. The securities would
pay principal and interest oan the loans.

User fees such as road tools. waterway charges or utility fees, could generare a
reasonable rtuen on invesunents the private retor makes in infiasmmctuae. States like
California, Texas. Arimna, Florida and Virginia, among ots. have stimulated priv=e
investment in infrastructure through legislation that enables the private sector to own,
construct, develop and operate tail roads. We could amend the 1986 Tax Ac to allow greater
flexibility in involving the private sector to plan finance, construct and manage infiwasucture
projects.

This approach would remove the tigidis and inefficencies thbat has cmarazctedr1
federal involvament in public works projects in the pasL

Over the course of the nec= few decades,: we ac going to aced scores of projects to
each area of Infrasmucure. This campaign to rebufId our econonic underpinning - as a
bonns - can provide a substanial, predictable market to attract privte indwstry to enter these
new businesse

In ihis way, the govenment is nor forcng industry's hand Instead, it is offering
private business meal market opportunities. Some existing defense companies may try to make
the transiton, others will not. Companies who do bid on th pojects will purchase
feiwfes and hire workers from the cu=ent defense contractors who do not. The cria by
which thcir bids arte evaluated should explicitly encourage tham to do so, and also to cay
out neceuy rzaining programs for workers.
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Cmatng a 21st centuy economic foundation for our naton is a challenge which if
mMt will help enSur American pietminence well into the next century. These invesutents
will provide a firm foundafion for our economy ant ensure tat aor loyal defense W s can

iansfer tbter sklls and dedicarion to our next challenge - the defense of the Amerinsn

THE PATH TO HTGH WAGE JORBS

The rcal wage declines which h2Lve oicmered in the U-S. over the past two decades can
only be reversed by improving American pmoductivity. Inreasing investment in our economy
is the key to improving producdivicy.

While private sector invesunent must lead, government does: have an imponmm mle to
play, by helping acme a momn sill-i workforce, helping building America's nommercial
technolog base and helping to modernize Amedca's inftruicture
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SENATOR SARBANEs. Mr. Mishel, well be happy to hear from you.
Thank you very much, Mr. Magaziner.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE MISHEL, RESEARCH DIRECTOR,
ECONOMIC POLICY INSTITUTE

MR. MISHEL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As you mentioned, rm the Research Director of the Economic Policy Insti-

tute, a Washington-based think tank, and rve just completed a comprehensive
study of the trends in income, wages, employment, wealth, and poverty,
called the State of WorkingAmnerica.

SENATOR SARBANES. Am I correct that that book is coming out next week?
MR. MishiL. Its released, available on Monday, Labor Day.
SENATOR SARBANES. Monday. How long a book is it?
MR. Mistia. Much longer than we wanted, but it's 500 pages, 240 tables,

80 graphs, and many months of work.
SENATOR SARBANES. Sounds like a very comprehensive coverage of the sub-

ject.
MR. MISHEL. Yes, I think it is.
Today, I want to focus my remarks on the nature of the current recession.
Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, this recession has been neither short nor

shallow. We know it hasn't been shallow because the income losses to the av-
erage American in this recession have been greater than in any other reces-
sion in the last 30 years.

We know it hasn't been short because the average length of a recession in
the postwar period has been 11 months. Estimates of the length of this reces-
sion begin at eighteen months and continue, so today we may still be in a
technical recession.

And, as I said, in any kind of income sense, in the kind of sense of an aver-
age American, you cannot even say that there's been any recovery because
our incomes are still now far below what they were in 1989 or in 1990.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Clearly we are still in a jobs recession.
MR. MisHEa. Absolutely. And rll go into that and comment on the BLS re-

port this morning.
The current recession is at least 50 percent greater than average, assuming

the lowest estimate of the length of this recession, and is probably at least
double the length of the average recession.

In terms of the shallowness of the recession, as I said, each American has
lost $685 in this recession. In contrast, the 1981-82 recession cost each
American $141.

SENATOR R[EGLE. Now, when you say each American, you mean that with a
family of four, you have to multiply 685 by four.

MR. Mistia. Exactly. And being an economist, I could probably even do
that

[Laughter.]
The reason why this has been a very costly recession in terms of income is

that the actual income decline from the beginning of the recession to now has
been larger than all but one of the prior recessions, and because we have a
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very lengthy recession, it's been a very sustained fall in income. And so the
cumulative loss of income in this recession has been extraordinarily large.

You might think, judging from the unemployment rate, that this has been a
shallow recession, and some commentators have speculated about that. We
haven't reach the high unemployment rates of 1982 or 1975.

This can be fully explained by the fact that there has been extraordinarily
slow growth in the size of the labor force.

Because, one, we're in the baby bust period. The number of people gradu-
ating college, graduating high school, looking for their first job, is far lower
than what it used to be ten or twenty years ago.

And the percentage of the women wanting to work in the labor force is
growing but hardly at all, and much slower than it used to be.

The result is that in the 1980s, the labor force grew two million people a
year. But since 1990, it's grown at only half that pace.

Had the labor force grown in this recession, as it had in the prior five reces-
sions, we would have an unemployment rate today of nearly 10 percent

So it's a little bit misleading to think about this as shallow because of what
may seem like a modest rise in unemployment

SENATOR SARBANos. Well, it is not that modest, but it is less than in the pre-
vious recession. It has actually gone from 5.3 to 7.6 percent since June of
1990.

MR.MisHEL. Right Absolutely.
The unemployment rate also has to be understood in the context of the

amount of permanent job loss, which you discussed in the prior hearing.
This recession has had as much or more permanent dislocations of work-

ers, permanent job loss, as in even the much deeper recession of 1981-82, in
terms of the rise of unemployment

And new statistics from the Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics show this. They recently released a report on what they call displaced
workers. And they asked people whether, over a five-year period, they were
permanently displaced from their jobs because of a plant shutdown, a facility
shutdown, theirjobs were eliminated or there was slack work. These are peo-
ple who have lost ajob and there's no expectation that it will come back.

And in this graph, you can see that over the 1987-1991 period, that five-
year period, there were 12.3 million people permanently displaced from their
jobs.

From 1979 to 1983, which covers the 1981-82-83 recession, there were
11.5 million people permanently displaced. So we see that there's more dis-
placement in recent years than even in the early 1980s.

SENATOR SARBANs. Even though the unemployment rate in the early eight-
ies was much higher?

MR. MISHEL. Exactly. That's exactly the point
Which brings me also to talk about one of the very significant characteris-

tics of this recession that you mentioned in the earlier hearing, which is the
peculiarly white-collar nature of the current recession, compared to prior re-
cessions.

72-543 - 93 - 3
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In the BLS data, you can see that in the recent five-year period, 5.7 million
white-collar workers permanently lost their jobs because of shutdowns or job
elimination.

In contrast, 3.8 million lost theirjobs in the earlier period.
The amount of white-collar displacement in the last five years is 50 percent

greater than that of the earlier period.
Let me just comment on who white-collar workers are, so that-
SENATOR RmGLE. Let me just say one thing.
What you've just laid out here shows, both in the blue collar sector and in

the white-collar sector, what looks like a lower unemployment rate now ver-
sus the last recession's, is actually masking a biggerjob loss problem.

In other words, it actually is not capturing and telegraphing through to the
country the magnitude of the genuine job loss, both in blue-collar and white-
collar work.

And I think that's partly what's coming back through these public opinion
polls, where people themselves, in their own experience and in their own
neighborhoods and families, see this decline. And they're expressing it in
terms of this great anxiety, because they see the economic future slipping
away.

And yet, part of the way we present this data does not get beneath the sur-
face into the guts of what's happening, which you're doing here now.

So it's a very valuable revelation that you're giving. The fact that even
though the surface unemployment numbers, in comparison to the last reces-
sion, may not look as high, the underlying problem is in fact worse.

MR. MIsHEI. Right. Exactly, Senator.
I would say that we have more economic scarring of the work force in this

recession than in the last recession. That's the way I would put it.
And the only reason that we don't have higher unemployment is that there

are fewer people looking for their first job or trying to re-enter the labor mar-
ket.

Which is the flip side of what the Commissioner of BLS told you earlier,
which is that we have more unemployment due to people who were either
temporarily laid off, but especially people who were permanently laid off,
separated from theirjobs in this recession, than in earlier recessions.

SENATOR SARBANES. Well, in earlier recessions, you had a larger labor force,
and you also had a number of the people who were unemployed were only
temporarily unemployed and were waiting to be called back.

In this recession, many more people are permanently displaced from their
jobs, they are out, they are finished. I mean, they have not been told, you are
going to be laid off, and we hope, in six months or nine months, things will
pick up, and then you can expect to be called back. They are just told, you are
finished, period, even if things get better, we are not going to bring you back.

MR. MisHEL. I think there are two other factors that explain the economic
anxiety that you noted, Senator Riegle.

One is that this recession has affected a whole new group of workers who
seemingly escaped the effect of earlier recessions. And that is the white-collar
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labor force, which ranges from people that are executives and managers, ad-
ministrators, technical workers, sales workers and clerical workers.

The survey, as I said, showed that there was 50 percent more displacement
of white-collar workers in the current downturn than in the 1980s recession.

We have also seen that white-collar employment is growing half as fast in
the early 1990s as in the early 1980s during the prior recession.

And we see that this is the first recession for which we have data, over the
last five or six, that unemployment among white-collar workers rose more
than among blue-collar workers. That is, we have roughly 1.2 million more
white-collar workers unemployed today than we had two years ago. The in-
crease in unemployment was actually less among blue-collar workers than
among white-collar workers.

In prior recessions, the usual case was that white-collar unemployment
grew far less than blue-collar unemployment But yet, in this recession, the
white-collar unemployment has actually grown more.

And I think this signifies that we have seen the end of the white-collar
boom, that we no longer have prosperity in a whole range of industries, such
as retail trade and finances, insurance, banking and real estate. And that the
so-called restructuring of firms in the service sector and the manufacturing
sector, which was claimed to give us great productivity, is actuallyjust dimin-
ishing a broad range of job opportunities for even the college elite and other
types of white-collar workers.

But we have had more than just employment problems. I think the other
element of the economic anxiety is that we have very serious income prob-
lems, and that has not been paid attention to when we focus just on employ-
ment and unemployment.

Fundamentally, you only get good income growth if hourly wages and
benefits are rising.

We have two available measures of hourly compensation from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

One basically shows that hourly wages and benefits are no higher today
than in the first quarter of 1989. The other actually shows that hourly com-
pensation is down around 1 or 2 percent You cannot get income growth with
such growth in hourly compensation.

This follows a decade where hourly compensation actually declined.
For most workers, however, the decline has been more. For the 80 percent

of workers that BLS calls the production worker, nonsupervisory worker, this
is 80 percent of all wage and salary workers, hourly and weekly wages have
fallen 3.5 percent since the beginning of 1989.

As you know from the hearing yesterday, the Census Bureau just released
its report on what the income of the typical American family was in 1991.

Between 1989 and 1991, the typical family lost $1,640 in income, wiping
out the entire gain in income of a typical family from 1979 to 1989.

And I would point out that that
SENATOR RmGLE. So a whole decade's worth of gain was subtracted and

taken away. Is that right?
MR. MiSHEL. In just two years.
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And you should also note that the income decline from 1989 to 1991 was
even greater than the 1980 to 1982 income decline in the earlier recession, in
a period of very fast inflation, as well.

We can also look at another measure of income that is available on a quar-
terly basis-and more up to date-per capita nontransfer income. This is
market-based per capita income. It excludes people's transfer income, such as
unemployment insurance, social security, or other things that are not gener-
ated by the market.

Here's what the private sector has been providing for the American people
since the beginning of 1989.

There has been a fall of 4.4 percent, or $552, since the first quarter of 1989.
SENATOR RmGLE. Again, that is per capita?
MR. MisHEL. This is per person, $550. Its around $2,000 for a family of

four.
If you'll note, the recession started at this point. You can see that there's a

very steep decline, and it's gone on for a long period of time.
Basically, from this trend, we can show what I mentioned at the beginning

of my testimony, that every American has lost essentially $685 in this reces-
sion from what they would have had if they had maintained the income level
at the beginning of the recession.

SENATOR SARBANES. What is the date on that point, right there?
MW. MIsma-. The big downward movement is in the second quarter of

1990, basically April, May and June of 1990, a little over two years ago.
There was actually a decline, you might note, from 1989, at the beginning of
1989 to 1990.

SENATOR SARBANES. Is the bottom scale by quarters?
MR. MisHLa. Yes. These are quarters.
SENATOR SARBANES. Okay. So it begins when? in 1989?
MR. MisHu. It begins in the first quarter of 1989.
SENATOR SARBANEs. The first quarter of 1989, and runs until the second

quarter of 1992, is that right?
MR. MisHEL. Right Which is the latest available data.
SENATOR SARBANBS. Right
MR. MIsHs. I think, in some ways, my computation of the income loss of

the average American during the current recession is very conservative in the
following way.

You could expect, in any period of time, that incomes would be growing. I
mean, per capita income has been growing over the entire postwar period. It
grew from 1979 to 1989.

If we compare how people have done against what might have been ex-
pected with the similar growth that we had from '79 to '89, we see that each
person has lost $1164 during this recession, or a family of four losing roughly
$4700.

This is a tremendous income loss, and I think it shows that, in no way, can
we consider this recession shallow, and we know that it's the longest.

And on that point, rll just close, and look forward to your questions later.
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Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mishel follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE MISHEL

Mr. Chahiman, thank you for the opportunity to testify about the employment situation and

the income problems facing American worker I am the Research Director of the Economic Pol-

icy Institute, a Washington, D.C. based think-tank With my coauthor, Jared Bernstein, I have

just completed a book entited The State of Working Americac which presents a comprehensive

analysis of trends in incomes, wages, employment wealth and poverty in recent years and over

the post-war period.
Today I will focus my remarks on the nature of the current recess ion and the accompanying

income and wage problems since the beginning of 1989. In July there were 9.8 million unem-

ployed workers and 6.3 million workers who were working part-time but wanting full-time work.

In addition, in recent months there have been more than one million workers wanting a job, but

too discouraged to look for one. In total, more than seventeen million workers, representing

13.2% of the labor force, were unemployed or underemployed in July. Since the first quarter of
1989 there has been a 3.4 million increase in unemployment and a rise of 4.6 million in the num-

berofundremployed Americans (see Table 1).
There are a nunber of important dimensions of the early 1990s recession that need to be un-

derstoodL First, although there has been no officially declared end of the early 1990s recession we
do know that it has been the most protracted recession in the post-war period, lasting at least one

and a half years and perhaps extending to this day and beyond In contrast, the average length of

the eight prior recessions was just eleven months, at most half as long as the early 1990s reces-

sion (see Table 2).
Second, this recession has been neither short nor shallow, contrary to the expectations of

both the Federal Reserve Board and the administration. We are fortunate that the sizeable losses

of income, output and employment in this recession occurred at a time when the labor force has

grown very slowly. Because of the baby bust, there has been only a small number of people en-

tering the labor force looking for their first job. We have also seen only modest increases in

women's labor force participation, the consequence of sluggish job creation in industries where

women are likely to work. The result has been a growth in the labor force ofjust 1.1 million a

year during this recession, far slower than the annual labor force growth of 1.9 million from 1979

to 1989.
If we had had the type of labor force growth that prevailed in prior recessions the unemploy-

ment rate today would be close to ten percent rather than just 7.70/a For instance, the labor force

grew at an annual rate of 1.9% in the prior four recessions, but only at an 0.9% rate in the early

1990s recession, a rate 1.0% less per year (Table 3). With the historical rate of labor force growth

there would have been an additional two percent of the labor force unemployed today (one per-

centmore each year from 1990:2 to 1992:2).
Third, there has been as much, or more, pemanent job loss and job destruction in this reces-

sion as in prior recessions (Table 2 and Figure 1). We can see by examining the BLS data which

separates the unemployed into those who were permanently laid-off and those who were either

temporarily laid-off or looking for their first job (or reentering the labor market or having quit

their job). Roughly three-fourths of the rise in unemployment in the early 1990s (1.6% of 2.2%)

has been due to the permanent loss of jobs. In contrast, in the four prior recessions only about

forty percent of the rise in the unemployment rate was due to permanentjob losses. The actual in-

crease in penmanent job loss in the early 1990s recession, perhaps surprisingly, has been the same

as in the deepest recession of the post-war period, from 1981 to 1982 (Table 2). This confirms

our point that the seemingly modest rise in unemployment in the early 1990s recession is due to

slow labor force growth and the failure of unemployment to rise among entrants and reentrants.

Thus, the early 1990s recession has caused as much economic "scarring" of the work force as the

early 1980s recession and much more than in other recessions.

Another factor causing a rise in unemployment is a lengthening of the time an unemployed
worker spends unemployed before finding ajob (or leaving the labor force). For instance, the av-

erage duration of (in-progress) unemployment rose to 18 weeks in the second quarter of 1992, up

from 11.8 weeks at the start of the recession (Table 1). This protraction of unemployment reflects

the slow rate ofjob creation and the difficulties the unemployed are having finding new work.
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Fourth, it is important to understanding the peculiarly white-collar nature of the current re-
cession. This is the only recess ion of the last thirty years where more white-collar than blue-
collar workers lost theirjobs (although the rise in the blue-collar uiemployment rose more and is
now higher, see Table 4). In only one ofthe prior five recessions did white-collar unemployment
grow as much as half that of blue-collar unemployment There has also been an historically slow
growth of white-collarjobs during the early 1990s recession (Table 5). Over the last eight quar-
ters only 643,000 white-collar jobs were created, a rate of about 332,000 annually. In contras,
during the five quarters of the 1981-82 downturn there was a growth of 827,000 white-collar
jobs, an annual rate of 662,000 jobs or twice the annual number of white-collarjobs as created in
the early 1990s.

Data from a recently released Bureau of Labor Statistics survey of workers permanently dis-
placed from their jobs over the last five years confimns our analysis in several ways. There has
been as much job destruction in the early 1990s as in the much deeper early-1980s recession and
there was a much greater rate ofjob loss among white-collar workers in the early 1990s reces-
sion. For instance, 12.3 million workers permanently lost their jobs over the 1987-1991 period.
In contrast, nearly one million fewer workers were permanently displaced over the 1979-1983
period (Table 6 and Figure 1). The greater number of permanent job displacements in recent
years is more than accounted for by the greaterjob losses among white-collar workers (Table 6).
Whereas 3.8 million white-collar workers lost their job in the early 1980s (1979-83) there were
5.7 million white-collar workers who lost their job over the 1987-1991 period, an amount fifty
percent greater (Figure 1). More than a million more professional and managerial workers and
864,000 more technical, sales and administrative support workers lost their jobs over the
1987-1991 period than overthe 1979-1983 period.

This greater job loss among white-colar workers occurred in every type of major white-
colar occupation, but was most pronounced among managers, executives and administrato and
among administrative support and clerical workers (Table 7).

The growth of unemployment and underemployment in recent years has been accompanied
by a steady deterioration in the (inflation-adjusted) incomes, led by the declines in the wages and
benefits of American workers. For instance, the hourly and weekly earnings of production and
nonsupervisory workers, a group comprising eighty percent of the work force, have fallen 3.5%
since early 1989 (Table 8). There are two available measures of hourly compensation (Figure 2).
The non-farm business measure of compensation shows hourly compensation essentially flat
since 1989, being the same in the most recent quarter as in the first quarter of 1989. The other
measure shows hourly wages and compensation declining, respectively, by 2.2/ and 0.8%
These data, by the way, show that benefit increases have only partially offset the reduction in
wages in recent years.

With wages falling it is not surprising to find that all of the available measures of income
show declines over the 1989-1992 period. The data released by the Census Bureau yesterday
show that the typical familys income fell $1,640 from 1989 to 1991, a full 4.4O/o. This recent in-
come loss more than reverses the modest income gain over the prior ten years. Data for the most
recent quarter show market-based (non-transfer) per capita incomes are down 4.4% from early
1989 (Figure 3). These data indicate that each person is receiving $552 less (in annualized 1987
dollars market-based income now than at the start of 1989. Data on the median wage and salary
income of families also show incomes down from 1989 levels (Figures 4 and 5), with no growth
over the last seven quarters (Figure 4).

In terms of income losses this recession has been far more damaging than other recent reces-
sions. The curment recession has cost each person $685. In contrast, there was only a $141 per
person loss of income in the 1981-82 recession. The reason that the income losses in this reces-
sion are so large is that the actual decline in income has been larger than all but one of the five
prior recessions and this income decline has occurred over a longer period of time because of the
length of the recession. The result is that more income was lost in this recession than in any other
recession since 1960.

My calculation of income loss only counts the degree to which incomes have been lower
than those of the second quarter of 1990. However, we could have expected incomes to be au;
mg in this period. If we compare the actual income decline during the recession against the longer
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term trend in income growth (from 1980:1 to 1990:2) we see that the cumulative income loss per
person in this recession was $1,164 (Figure 6).

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry to report that the economy is failing nearly every American. We
are currently experiencing a protracted recession which has reduced our incomes and generated
significant levels of underemployment and job loss.



Unemployment
TABLE 1

and Underemployment, 1989-1992

Invol-
untary

Un- Part-
employed Time

Time (000) (000)

1989:1
1989 :2
1989: 3
1989 :4

1990:1
1990: 2
1990:3
1990 :4

1991:1
1991:2
1991:3
1991:4

6,402
6,479
6,553
6,664

6,537
6,583
6,986
7,453

8,103
8,467
8,499
8,711

1992:1 9,138
1992:2 9,545

I9

July 1990 9,760

4,958
4,965
4,872
4,783

4,884
4,906
5,162
5,476

5,865
5,929
6,076
6,344

Dis-
couraged
Workers

(000)

882
851
814
809

776
861
827
956

982
952

1,064
1,094

* 6,575 1,084
6,279 1,125

6,324 n.a.

Total
Under-
employed*

(000)

12,261
12,295
12,239
12,256

12,197
12,350
12,975
13,885

14,950
15,348
15,639
16, 149

16,797
16,949

n.a.

Un-
employment

Rate

5.2%
5.2
5.3
5.4

5.2%
5.3
5.6
6.0

6.5
6.7
6.8
6.9

7.23

7.5

7.7

Under-
employment

Rate**

9.9%
9.9
9.8
9.8

9.7%
9.8

10.3
11.0

11.9%
12.1
12.4
12.8

13.2
13.2

n.a.

Average
Duration
of Unem-
ployment
(weeks)

12.4
11.8
11.6
11.7

11.9
11.8
12.2
12.4

12.8
13.5
14.1
14.9

16. 8
18.0

18.3

* Number of unemployed, discouraged or involuntary part-time civilian workers.
** Total underemployed as a share of labor force and discouraged workers.

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

W
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TABLE 2
Changes in Unemployment in Postwar Recessions

Unemployment
Recessions: Rate Changes in Unemployment by Cause:
Beginning and All Permanent Other Duration o
Ending Ouarter Peak Trough Unemployment Job Loss Reasons* Contractio

1948:4-1949:4 3.8% 7.0% 3.2% n.a. n.a. 11 Months
1953:3-1954:2 2.7 5. 3.1 n.a. n.a. 10
1957:3-1958:2 4.2 7.4 3.2 n.a. n.a. 8
1960:2-1961:1 5.2 6.8 1.6 n.a. n.a. 10
1969:4-1970:4 3.6 5.8 2.2 0.9% 1.3% 11
1973:4-1975:1 4.8 8.2 3.4 1.3 2.1 16
1980:1-1980:3 6.3 7.7 1.4 0.6 0.8 6
1981:3-1982:4 7.4 10.7 3.3 1.7 1.6 16

Average of 4.8 7.4 2.7 -- -- 11
prior recessions

1990:2-1992:2 5.3 7.5 2.2 1.6 0.6 22

* Includes unemployment due to temporary layoff or quits and of new entrants
re-entrants who have not yet found work.

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics da

TABLE 3
Changes in Labor Force Levels

and Participation in Recessions, 1969-1992

Change in Labor Force
Labor Force Growth

Recession Total Men Women
(Annual Growth)

1969:4-1970:4 2.4% 2.2% 2.8%
1973:4-1975:1 -2.2 1.2 3.6
1980:1-1980:3 1.4 0.9 2.1
1981:3-1982:4 1.7 1.2 2.4
1990:2-1992:2 0.9 1.0 1.1

* Percentage point change annualized.

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis
Statistics data.

Participation Rate*
Total Men Women

0.1% -0.3%
0.1 -0.7
0.0 -0.4
0.2 -0.1
0.0 -0.1

0.4%
0.7
0.2
0.6
0.1

of Bureau of Labor

.
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TABLE 4
Change in Unemployment Rate by Occupation

Gender, Race, and Industry, 1990-1992

Change in
1990:2 1992:2 lne-mn1lEmmn1-

5.3% 7.5%

Occupation
Managers, Prof-
Tech, Sales, Admin
Craft
Operatives & Laborers

2.1
4.0
5.3
8.4

3.2
5.7
8.8
11.2

2.2%

1.1
1.7
3.5
2.8

Gender
Adult Men
Adult Women

Race/Ethnic
White
Black
Hispanic

Industry
Construction
Manufacturing
Services

4.7 7.2
4.7 6.3

4.6
10.6
7.6

10.5
5.5
5.0

6.5
14.5
11.2

17.0
7.9
6.9

Source: Economic Policy Institute
of Labor Statistics data.

analysis of Bureau

TABLE 5
Changes in Employment and Unemployment

in Recessions by Occupation

Recessions:
Beginning and
Ending Quarter

1960:2-1961:1
1969:4-1970:4
1973:4-1975:1
1980:1-1980:3
1981:3-1982:4
1990:2-1992:2

Change in
Employment (0001
White- Blue-
Collar Collar

764
696
871
721
827
643

-1,142
-737

-2,004
-1,557
-2,583
-1, 500

Change in
Unemployment (000)

White- Blue-
Collar Colla-

210
516
765
253
826

1,130

592
971

1, 903
1, 013
2,124
1,018

Peak Share
of Employment
White- Blue-
Collar Collar

43.0%
47.7
48.1
51.5
52.7
57.0

36.9%
36.0
35.1
32.4
31.3
26.7

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics
data.

Group

All

2.5
1.6

1.9
3.9
3.6

6.5
2.4
1.9

------
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TABLE 6
Amount of Worker Displacement, 1979-1991

White-Collar Displacement (000)1
Total Total
White- Managers and Technical, Sales Displacements

Time Period Collar Professionals and Administrative (000)

1979-1983 3,775 1,133 2,642 11,474
1981-1985 4,181 1,656 2,525 10,837
1983-1987 4,350 1,537 2,813 9,722
1985-1989 4,202 1,588 2,614 9,170
1987-1991 5,699 2,193 3,506 12,293

*Workers experiencing permanent job loss due to a facility closing, job
elimination or slack work.

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics
Displaced Worker Surveys.

TABLE 7
Number and Rate of Displacements in
Early-1980s and Early-1990s Recession

Total Displaced Workers-
(000) Displacement Rate*

1979-1983 1987-1991 1979-1983 1987-1991

White-Collar 3,775 5,699 7.3% 8.9%
Managers 879 1,406 8.4 9.5
Professionals 604 787 4.9 5.1

Technicians 295 388 10.0 10.8
Sales 1,100 1,325 10.8 10.6

Administrative Support 1,247 1,792 8.0 10.2

Non-White-Collar 7,699 6,594 18.6 14.1

Total 11,474 12,293 12.3 11.1

* Workers experiencing permanent job loss due to a facility closing, job
elimination or slack work.

**Number of displaced workers as a percent of mid-point employment levels.

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics
Displaced Worker Surveys.
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TABLE 8
Wage and Compensation Trends, 1989-1992

(1991 Dollars)

Production and
Nonsupervisory Workers-

Average Average
Hourly Weekly

Earnings Earnings

$10.64 $366.24
10.58 365.52
10.60 .368.17
10.60 367.27

10.60 367.20

10.49 359.74
10.51 361.97
10.43 361.74
10.32 356.06

10.44 359.96

10.30 349.11
10.37 354.16
10.36 356.63
10.33 356.58

10.34 354.32

10.35 352.52
10.27 353.41

Nonfarm
Business
Hourly

Compensation*-

$17.80
17.59
17.61
17.67

17.66

17.58
17.74
17.71
17,64

17.66

17.62
17.76
17.79
17.79

17.73

17.84
17.81

Private
Sector Hourly Pay...

Waaes Benefits Total

$12.98 $1.40 $15.79

12.89 1.44 15.74

12.56 1.45 15.40

12.70 1.53 15.67

* This group comprises over eighty percent of payroll employment. From
Bureau of Labor Statistics establishment survey.

*^ From Bureau of Labor Statistics productivity series.
***Levels of Employer Costs per Hour Worked from Bureau of Labor Statistics

Employment Cost Index series.

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics
data.

1989:1
1989: 2
1989: 3
1989:4

1989 Annual

1990:1
1990:2
1990:3
1990:4

1990 Annual

1991:1
1991:2
1991:3
1991:4

1991 Annual

1992:1
1992:2
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TABLE 9
Income Trends, 1989-1992

Median
Family
Income
($1991)

1989:1
1989:2
1989 :3
1989:4

1989 Annual

1990:1
1990:2
1990:3
1990:4

1990 Annual

Disposable
Per Capita

Non-Transfer
Income
($1987)

$11,794
11,673
11,635
11,675

$37,579

11,744
11,741
11,661
11,581

36, 841

1991:1
1991:2
1991:3
1991:4

11,364
11,365
11,324
11,315

1991 Annual 35,939

1992:1
1992:2

11,308
11,272

Source: Economic Policy Institute analysis of Bureau
of Census (Median Family Income), Bureau of Labor
Statistics (Median Family Wages) and Bureau of Economic
Analysis (Disposable Per Capita Income) data.

TABLE 10
Loss of Income in Recent Recessions

Peak Trough

1960 :2
1969:4
1973:4
1980:1
1981:3
1990:2

1961:1
1970:4
1975:1
1980:3
1982: 4
1992:2

Per Capita
Non-Transfer

Income Change
Peak Trough Percent Dollar

$6,717 $6,637
8,721 8,706
9,723 8,903
10,192 9,881
10,140 9,940
11,741 11,272

1.2%
0.2
8.4
3.0
2.0
4.0

$80
16

820
311
200
469

I Income loss relative to maintaining income in peak quarter.

Median
Family
Weekly
Wage
($1991)

$676
685
692
692

686

685
688
683
669

681

670
667
669
669

669

668
670

Cumulative
Loss

Per Persons

$55
2

659
141
141
685

c



Figure 1
Permanent Job Displacements,

1979 -1983 and 1987 -1991
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Figure 2
Hourly Compensation,

1989:1 - 1992:2
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Figure 3
Disposable Per Capita Non-Transfer Income,

1989:1 - 1992:2
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Figure 4

Median Family Weekly Wage and Salary Income,
1989:1 - 1992:2
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Figure 5
Average Weekly Earnings,

1989:1 - 1992:2
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FIGURE 6
Disposable Per Capita Non-Transfer Income Trends,

1990:2 - 1992:2
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SENATOR SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Mishel. That was very help-
ful testimony, and we look forward to your book on the State of Working
Ameica.

Mr. Reynolds, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MORGAN 0. REYNOLDS, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS,
AND SENIOR FELLOW, NATIONAL CENTER FOR POLICY ANALYSIS,

DALLAS, TEXAS

MR. RESNoLDs. Thank you for this invitation.
rm pleased to be here to address this vital topic in an election year or any

other year, for that matter.
I want to divide my remarks into two sections.
One is to talk about the short run, and some briefer remarks about the long

run.
We've heard a lot of depressing talk today and its backward looking.
That is, I agree with a good deal of what has been said. We have had a re-

cession. We're moving sideways, more or less, up until this point.
But to get a clear understanding of what has gone on and what is about to

go on requires us to understand a little bit more about the market economy.
There's been an awful lot of talk here about quantities, but none about

prices.
Adam Smith's name was mentioned, a master in economics. And thafs

very useful, because we should recall his apt metaphor, the invisible hand.
The invisible hand, namely, millions of market prices changing daily, are

what coordinates human action, dovetails action, make the system work.
It is not people in Washington, as Senator Riegle said. I liked his remark

that we're still flopping around. Amen.
That doesn't mean that we shouldn't have strong confidence in the fact that

we are on the verge of a recovery.
Let's recognize that when we have serious problems in the economy, what

we have is discoordination, a form of chaos. The obvious manifestations of
this are lots of unemployed labor and, as well, idled capital of various kinds
that is not being used to produce prosperity.

Why is this? The first thing an economist would say is, if something is in
massive excess supply, if we have a glut of something, their prices are too
high to be sold, theyre too high for current market conditions.

Let me give you my bottom line on the short run, and this model really
works well in explaining our fluctuations, our ups and downs in employment
and unemployment

In our political economy, total employment cannot grow unless money
spending grows more rapidly than labor compensation per hour. Whether its
good or bad, its true.

The recent past is just another instance of this. Our last strong year of em-
ployment growth was 1989. And since then we've stagnated, staggered
through recession number nine since World War II.
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And, as is well known here, unemployment has officially been reported as
risen from about 6.5 million, on any day, to more than nine million.

Why? Why? We have a mixed economy, a mixture of markets or capital-
ism and sizable government or socialism. And the blame, of course, can be
put in either direction.

I blame government-that is, mistakes in the recent past, in the manage-
ment of government policy that has staggered an economy the size of the
United States, a predominantly market economy, for months and months on
end. And these mistakes could be described in three categories: monetary, fis-
cal and regulatory mistakes.

Now, money is number one. Money growth plays a big role in how rapidly
money spending changes. And there was a sharp drop in monetary growth in
1989.

The money supply, as measured by that, grew less than 1 percent That was
down sharply from the previous year, 5 percent, or nearly 9 percent during the
preceding years of the 1980s.

Now, since then, money growth has sharply inflated. And this gives me
reason for optimism.

Why do these monetary fluctuations, why are they so important in terms of
their short-term effects on employment and output?

Essentially, it's because pricing in the market; basically market-determined
but somewhat political as well, doesn't react quickly. This has been known
since Henry Thomton 1802, on up to the present. Labor prices and capital
prices have longer term commitments, and they don't react quickly. They wait
around.

We get temporary gluts and surpluses of various factors of production, and
quite frequently their prices continue rising at their old, no longer sustainable
rates.

So this is the basic explanation for why we have fluctuations, over the
course of the business cycle, as different rates of spending hit the economy.
Namely that prices get out of relation with each other.

Then, as you go through a slump, the prices come back into better relation
with each other, employment revives, output growth revives. And that's just
what we're doing right now.

So sustained slack, as long as the price system is free to operate, reasonably
free to operate, is not a long-run problem. It is a serious short-run problem,
and of course it affects some people much more severely than others.

So this can all be summarized in a simple equation, as economists are want
to urge on the public, and this equation works like gangbusters for 1980
through 1991. That is, if you take total hours of employment; I can explain 92
percent of their fluctuation, just based on changes in the rate of money spend-
ing and changes in compensation per hour.

The slower is the growth in compensation per hour, the more rapid is job
creation or employment growth. This is just simply a fact of economic life
that prices matter and the prices of labor matter.

And, of course, the more rapid is money spending, the more rapid is em-
ployment growth.
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Now, there are some secondary or minor factors that could be listed. No-
body knows how important these are. But let me just list these as possible
government errors that put us in a recession and sustained it.

One, the 1990 budget deal which raised taxes just as we were entering the
recession. The increase in the minimum wage in the last couple of years is up
27 percent. More regulations, mandated benefits, which raised the effective
price of labor. More generous unemployment benefits, which allows people
to have a higher reservation price, to hold out longer in making adjustments.

We've had corporate debt overhang, which calls for restructuring, getting
nonlabor costs under control. And then we've had, of course, Canada and the
United Kingdom go into a recession before we did. You can point to de-
pressed global economy.

These are very secondary, in my view, for short-term business fluctuations.
Now, here's the good news. rm in the unusual position of being the bearer

of good news, both short and long run. The recession is about over. I know
we've heard this, some partisan talk about this, but-

SENATOR RiEGLE. You have to admit, we've been hearing that for a long
time. We've been hearing that for two years.

MR. REYNOLDS. Well, let me give you two sound reasons why I believe
that's right. I believe my equation, which is in the record. And that is, one, we
have the so-called natural recuperative re-coordinating powers of the market
economy at work. In other words, Adam Smith's invisible hand, which rm
trying to make more visible, is bringing down the rate of increase in compen-
sation per hour, to something like 3 percent or maybe less. And that's going to
stimulate more employment and hence recovery. Because when people are
working, they're going to produce more output.

The second factor is
SENATOR RmGLE. Could I just stop you there, just for a minute? And I want

you to continue.
But, in effect, what tha'is saying is that the way to solve this problem is for

people to work for less. In other words, if wages drop, there'll be an equilib-
rium struck at some point, the market forces will work and so forth.

And that may well be right in an economic model sense. I think when you
say that to the public-especially when they see what's happening to workers
in Japan, workers in Germany, and others moving ahead. In effect, we're say-
ing, look just tighten your seatbelt. This is going to work out all right as long
as you're willing to settle for less income going down the road, because we
have to do that to equilibrate the fiee-market forces.

I mean, you're not really offering that, are you, as-
MR. REYNOLS. rm not running for office, and rm offering this as an expla-

nation.
And the truth is, in an inflationary economy, it's not so much absolute wage

cuts, in most instances, as a moderation in the rate of wage increase. We're
still getting average compensation increases.

So rm arguing this as an economist, not as something to sell to the general
public. Pm not saying this is easy to sell.

So the central, major factor is that we have to look at what the Central
Bank's been doing, and they've been inflating the money supply.
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Of course, there are loose linkages here between what they do and the
economy, in general. We might want to talk a little bit about that

So the basic argument is that money stimulus is going to allow us to put
these prices into better relation with each other, and rm predicting, over the
next year or so, probably a 3 percent growth in employment, three million
plusjobs, although I have this in hours.

It depends on how businesses react and so on.
Now, there's some secondary reasons to be optimistic. Corporate profits are

growing. This is almost a sure sign that lagged employment growth will fol-
low.

Dun and Bradstreet, I believe, reported some survey optimism among busi-
ness leaders as the highest in eight years.

The labor share is also behaving correctly for recovery.
Now, over the longer run, when we're talking two and three decades out,

the prospects for American workers depends on to what degree do we tilt to-
wards capitalism, the market economy versus more government intervention.

Productivity, of course, everybody agrees is the key to higher real wages
and income growth over the long run.

The proximate causes of that are more capital investment, more skilled
workers, more technological progress, and better coordination, better constant
reallocation of labor and capital in their most productive uses.

How do you get that? Adam Smith wrote the bible in effect on that.
Let me quote the master.

Little else is requisite to carry a state to the highest degree of opulence
fiom the lowest barbarism but peace, easy taxes, and a tolerable admnini-
stration ofjustice, all the rest being brought about by the natural course of
things.

So what we need is a supportive legal framework for the market system to
work and produce wealth. For well over two centuries, we've been at it, and
we're the wealthiest nation on earth by far. I don't think we should look to Ja-
pan or Germany for models, except as their experiments work or fail.

But we're far more successful than our European or Japanese competitors.
Now, how are we doing on Adam Smith's instruction? I say that we're not

doing very well. Peace, we have some reason for optimism. Taxes are not
easy. And many of the government programs are doing considerably more
harm than good.

However, rm optimistic about the long run. I think that too many of the
failures of government are becoming too manifest. If we look at the educa-
tional system, especially in our inner cities, we see it as unresponsive, central-
ized, monopolistic and inefficient, and poorly serving our most disadvantaged
and poorer citizens.

So I think, over the long run, we're going to make some dramatic changes
that will improve the skills of our younger generation, and this through a
more responsive, decentralized, and competitive, more efficient schooling
system.

And then finally, on the poverty front, by world standards, of course, pov-
erty is not severe in the United States. We've clearly not licked the problem.
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On the other hand, the war on poverty, in a sense, has almost been won, but
nobody's happy or celebrating, in the sense of really serious material depriva-
tion on a substantial scale. It largely has been won; we've made enormous
progress on this. But yet there's no celebration. Why?

Well, in the more fundamental sense, we might have a more serious pov-
erty problem than ever. Namely, a larger number of people who are unpro-
ductive or dependent and\or irresponsible. And what the poor most need is
not some kind of entitlements or handouts, but clearly more job opportunities
and more liberty in a growing expanding economy.

So I urge us to move policy in a direction to allow the market system to ex-
pand, to resume its expansion.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Reynolds follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORGAN 0. REYNOLDS

I am pleased to be here this morning to address the state of American workers. Few topics

are more vital in an election year ("jobs, jobs, and more jobs"), or any year for that matter.

IN THE SHORT RUN

A clear understanding of what is going on currently in our labor markets requires us to see

some ofthe work performed each day by the invisible hand, in Adam Smith's eloquent metaphor.

The price system Consists of literally millions of market prices, many changing daily. The system

coordinates human action; to Coordinate means to work harmoniously together, to dovetail ac-

tions. If many of these prices are significantly "wrong" for a sustained period, chaos results (seri-

ous. discoordination). In particular, high unemployment of both labor an capital (a massive glut

of unpurchased services) signals that their prices are too high for market conditions.

What is my bottom line? On the short nm econom y, the principle is this:

- In our contemporary political economy, total employment cannot grow unless the volume

of money spending rises more rapidly than labor compensation per hour.

The recent past is just another instance of this conclusion. The last strong year of employ-

ment growth was 1989 (see Table 1, colum n 1). Since then, employment has stagnated, as we

have suffered through post-World War 11 recession number nine. By official estimates, the num-

bers unemployed have risen from about 65 million to more than 9 million.

Why9 Only government errors are big enough to throw an economy the size of the United

States off course and keep it staggering for an extended period. The cause of our short run diffi-

culties, I believe, is monetary, fiscal and regulatory mistakes. Number one was the sharp cut in

monetary growth in 1989. The Ml measure of the amount of money grew less than 1% in 1989,

down sharply from the 4.9%/o in 1988 and the 1981-88 average of 8.6%. The direct consequence

was a drop, after a lag, in the rate of growth of money spending in both 1990 and 1991 (see Table

1, column 2).
Fluctuations in the rate of growth of money Spending have important short-run effects on

employment and output. Why? Essentially because pMiMg especially for labor, does not react

quickly enough to sustain reasonably full employment We get "gluts" or surpluses of goods, in-

cluding labor services, because the prices of these goods and services are no longer consistent

with market conditions. Their prices continue going. up at old, no longer sustainable rates. Even-

tually, after a good deal of economic pain, however, people adjust to the new conditions, markets

begin to move toward market-clearing prices, and growth resumes because prices come into bet-

ter relation with each other again.
The indispensable role of pricing in Coordinating economic activity has been underempha-

sized. Too few of my colleagues in the economics profession have emphasized the importance of

prices in aggregate analysis and, in particular, price-cost margins for business. John Maynard

Keynes (1931), however, wrote, "there is no positive means of wring unemployment except by

restoring to employees a proper margin of profit" (p.234). Benjamin M. Anderson, Jr. (1949)

wrote:
With tespect to business, there is one outstanding fact Business xpands when profits are

improving. Business contracts when profits decline or when there is a serious thurat to prof-

its. Now, profits are what is left of gross income after costs are subtracted, and the labor fac-
tor in costs is ovawhmingly importn (pp. 436- 37).

Milton Friedman (1977) made the argument pointedly in his Nobel lecture: "... the apparent

tendency for an acceleration of inflation to reduce unemployment.. can be explained by the im-

pact of uiantic changes in nominal demand on markets characterized by (implicit or ex-

plicit) long-term commitments with respect to both capital and labor' (p. 456).

Sustained slack in labor and capital markets is partly market-determined and partly

politically-determined. People make mistakes, they over- or under-anticipate inflation, they set

prices too high or too low, they adjust with lags, they hold offfor inflation to resume in moderm

governments committed to "full employment," they "grope." These slow market adjustment

speeds are aggravated by union- and government-imposed minimun prices for labor, work re-

strictions, mandated benefits (higher costs to employers and consumers), employment taxes (not

"contributions" to social insurance), and transfers to the idle.
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On the downswing, labor prices do not react quickly to an unexpected deceleration in money
spending. Price-cost margins get squeezed and many businesses find that they must reduce their
losses via lay-offs and smaller levels of production, Meanwhile, labor prices, kle a supertanker
trying to tum, tend to keep going at their old, unsustainable pace after the reduction in the growth
of money Spending, thereby pricing some workers, especially newer entrants, the lower skilled,
and minorities, out ofjobs. State barriers (also termed "pro-labor policies") especially harm job
prospects for new entrants, the young, the unskilled, and minority workers.

Short run fluctuations in total hours employed can be statistically accounted for very well by
changes in only two factors:

1) changes in the volume of money Spending (strongly influenced by monetary growth), and
2) changes in hourly labor compensation.

Rapid increases in money spending, all else equal, stimulate employment, while increases in la-
bor compensation depress the quantity of labor demanded [or, increases in the aggregate demand
curve for labor stimulate employment, while increases in wage rates reduce the amount de-
manded]. A simple linear equation supports this reasoning very well: it fits the postwar data
tightly. If we use the annual data for 1980 to 1991, for example, we have:

0/oChge Hrs Empl.= .76 + .70(0/chge Money Spending)
(.09)

.78(W/oIge Compensation per Hr)
(.09)
Observations = 12, df. = 9, R2= .92

Dare I call it "Reynolds' equation?" Basically, it says that if hourly labor compensation rises more
rapidly than total Spending, then employment declines. Variation in the rates of change in spend-
ing and wage costs account for nearly all (92%) of the short rnm variation in total hours em-
ployed. The same model also works well with, quarterly data and longer U.S. time series.

Monetary fluctuations combined with "wrong prices" account for the bulk of our recent diffi-
culties, but each recession is unique; factors which may have played a minor role in the down-
ward spiral include:

* The 1990 budget deal which raised taxesjust as we were entering a recession.
* The 1990 increase of 27% in the mandated national minimum wage significantly raised

the cost of low skill labor, decreasing its use.
* Growing regulations in labor markets such as mandated benefits raised the cost of labor.
* More generous unemployment relief to enable greater withholding of labor.
* Adjustments required by the corporate debt overhang.
* Recessions in Canada and the United Kingdom, a depressed global economy, and other in-

ternational events.
For the near future, however, pessimism should be put aside. why? We are coming out of the

recession. Two factors are paramount
• The "natural" recuperative (recoordinating) powers of a predominantly market economy

have been at work: the invisible hand, to borrow a rich metaphor, has moderated wage in-
creases, thereby stimulating employment and recovery. (This is also reflected in a rise and
more recent decline in labors share of national income-labor productivity is rising relative
to pay; and in rising corporate profits; and in the highest optimism among business leaders
in eight years).

* The Federal Reserve Bank has pushed the money pedal to the metaL inflating Ml 8.6% in
1991 and 8.8% so farthis year.

So a near-term boom is in place. Reynolds' equation puts us in a position to estimate its size:
If average hourly compensation increases only 3% during the next twelve months and money
Spending increases by 7%, then the predicted rise in hours employed is 3.3%, This translates into
some 3 million new jobs, the remaining increase being additional hours for the already-
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employed No one, of course, should put any confidence in the "exactness" of such predictions.
Also, unemployment will not decline as rapidly as hours expand.

Monetary stimulus helps us to put prices into better relation with each other, and thereby
helps to end a recession, but it would happen anyway under a sound money regime. Electoral cy-
cles are short, however, and office-holders want the stimulus now. Like drugs, the "high" is tem-
porary and the long run consequences of boom-bust cycles are less pleasant If more jobs and
wealth just required runn/ printing presses faster, every nation on earth would be rich. Money in-
flation is strictly a short run fix.

IN THE LONG RUN

My analysis implies that neither total employment nor unemployment is a long run problem,
p=oided government basically leaves the price system free to operate. The important issue for
worker prosperity in the long run is productivity. Total output is total hours worked times the
amount produced per hour. Real wages basically increase at the economy-wide advance in pro-
ductivity (actually slightly faster in a healthy economy).

How can productivity be boosted? The means are obvious and well-known: more capital in-
vestment, more skilled workers, more rapid technological progress, more entrepreneurship, and
more effective coordination to direct labor and capital into their most valuable uses. Capitalists,
ultimately, are workers! best friends because capital is the engine of economic progress. Income
growth also is the only sound means to reduce economic hardship and income inequality over the
long haul.

So how can these results be encouraged? Capitalism, and its associated legal framework, is
the answer. As Adam Smith summed it up:

Litde else is requisite to carry a state to the highest degree of opulence from the lowest barba-
rnm, but peace, easy taxes and a tolerable administration ofjustice; all the rest being brought

about by the natural course of things. Al goveanments which thwart this natural course,
which force things into another channel, or which endeavor to arrest the progress of society at
a particular point are uinanural and to support thenselves are obliged to be oppressive and
tyrannical (cited by West, 1976, pp. 58-59).

Adam Smith could hardly imagine the behemoth governments we had today, nor their multi-
farious attempts to "force things into another channel." Peace among governments is always an
"ifY' proposition but we are entitled to some long range optimism. Taxes are far from easy, of
course, and every dollar oftax revenue probably costs taxpayers $1.50 if we figure in administra-
tion and reduced production lost to American famlilies (Payne, 1992). Federal deficit spending
also subtracts capital virtually dollar for dollar from the productive sector, further impeding pro-
gress against poverty. And, on the spending side, we may not get all the government that we pay
for, but it does harm enough as it is.

Nonetheless, I am tremendously optimistic about the fiuture prosperity of American workers.
Why? Because the welfare state not only lives on borrowed dollars, but also on borrowed time.
the mixed economy i s an unstable mixture of capitalism and socialism, and, just as in the rest of
the world, the future mixture will shift decisively toward voluntary cooperation, namely capital-
ism Two or three decades hence we will live in a much better world In education, for example,
we will enjoy a responsive, de-centralized, competitive, and efficient system that replaces today's
unresponsive, centralized, monopolistic, and inefficient systems. Cracks in the public school es-
tablishment story are widening and the confidence of a skeptical public erodes further daily. Af-
ter the impending collapse, human capital and skills will soar, and with them, productivity.

The information revolution is following hard on the heels ofthe intellectual revolution. The
mobility of workers, capital, and information is up. In this new environment, lies, even big lies,
simply cannot last as long as they once did Government cannot deliver the goods, while free
markets do, and it is becoming obvious to all. If confidence in the efficacy of government finally
collapsed in closed societies, it will in open societies too. so government will roll back, perhaps
enough to perform its handful of functions properly. Big organizations are failing around the
world. In the twenty-first century people will not share this centurys confidence in the omnipo-
tent, healing state. On the contrary, their confidence will reside in the individual family, enter-
prise, and voluntary associations within a private property, free market, sound money, limited
government system.
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Is the classical lieral, constitutional approach to government policy-where the law applies
impartially, generally, and equally to all citizens, regardless of group affiliations-really so ascen-
dant? I think so. On the merits, blind-folded administration ofjustice for all citizens is to every-
one's advantage, most of all the least advantaged and least influential citizens in our community.
Most of the poor and disadvantaged do not need the forced relief of the redisnibutive state; even
the intellectually innocent have begun to realize some of the enormous harm done to intended
beneficiaries by the welfare system.

On poverty, arguably our system of private markets and charitable programs has nearly put
an end to serious material deprivation in America. In a sense, we won the war on poverty. But
nobody is celebrating Why not? Because poverty is more than a lack of income or access to
services. The only long run cure is for poor persons to acquire the discipline, skills, and values
that enable most of us to stay productive enough to avoid poverty. Today's poverty problem is
probably worse than ever in the more fundamental sense of a larger number of adults who are un-
productive, dependent, and irresponsible. the poor most need the job opportunities and liberty of
a growing marketplace under the protective or "nightwatchman" state.

No one knows the future. But if my scenario is remotely correct, maybe we should devote
some attention to the trnsition from welfare state to capitalism. It would be nice to be better pre-
pared than we were for the collapse of communism.
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TABLE 1: ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN TOTAL HOURS OF NONFARM EM-
PLOYMENT, MONEY SPENDING (GDP), AND COMPENSATION PER
HOUR, UNITED STATES 1980-1991

(1) (2) (3)

%Chge %Chge %Chge

Year Hs Empl Money Spending Compensation per Hr

1980 -0.8 8.8 10.7

1981 0.7 11.9 9.6

1982 -2.4 3.9 7.5

1983 2.0 8.1 3.9

1984 6.0 10.9 4.0

1985 2.5 6.9 4.2

1986 0.9 5.7 4.9

1987 3.3 6.4 3.4

1988 3.5 7.9 4.1

1989 2.7 7.0 3.4

1990 0.3 5.1 5.2

1991 -0.1 2.9 8.2

Source:

(1) Economic Report of the President, February 1992, USGPO, p. 349 for years 1980-1990;
1991 figure calculated from U.S. Department of Commerce, Swvy of Cwrent Business, Febru-

ary 1992, p. C-2, and March 1992, p. C-2.

(2) Economic Report of the Presideig Februwy 1992, p. 298.

(3) Ibid., p. 349 for years 1980-1990; 1991 figure calculated from U.S. Department of Labor,

Monthly Labor Review, May 1992, p. 99.
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SENATOR SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Mr. Magaziner, I wanted to follow up on this worker training point that

you made.
As I understood it, you said that we spend only 10 percent of our education

dollar educating people after they've finished college. Is that right?
MR. MAGAZmNER. After age 21, yes.
SENATOR SRBANBS. After what?
MR. MAGAZ]NER. Age 21.
SENATOR SARBANEs. After age 21. And that's in contrast with what the Euro-

pean countries and Japan do, I take it?
MR. MAGAZINER. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANaS. Now, this chart shows the share of workers trained by

the current employer. In other words, the extent to which the employer is
training his workers. And it shows that the Japanese are well above the
United States in that; in fact, 70 percent and above.

Now, what this scale along here shows is the educational attainment of the
worker. In other words, less than high school, the American employer trains
about 20 percent of his work force. The Japanese employer is at 70 percent.

This is high school, where we move up a bit This is one to three years of
college. And this is four years of college.

So the Japanese employer trains a significantly larger percentage of his
work force than ours do, but a much more significant part at the lower educa-
tional levels.

In fact, I think you said that 70 percent of the money spent by employers
training their workers in the United States was spent on college-educated
workers. Is that conect?

MR. MAGAZINER. Yes, thafs right.
SENATOR SmABANES. How do you explain this?
First of all, the gap isn't even close with regards to college educated people,

which is where the American focus is. And, of course, this gap is larger, much
larger, as you move down the level of educational attainment

MR. MAGAZINER. I think there are two explanations. One is that too many
American companies, I think, have stuck with traditional forms of work or-
ganizations, which basically assume that a relatively small percentage of the
people are going to do the thinking for the organization. And they basically
plan work processes for the front-line workers in great detail. And you as-
sume that the front-line workers do simple repetitive tasks over and over
again.

SENATOR SpAjANs. Sort of tum them into a human machine, I think.
MR. MAGAZINER. Yes, more or less. And, in fact, in the early Frederick Win-

slow Taylor days, it was literally that You wanted to create workers who
would be machine-like.

Therefore, there's been more emphasis by American employers on invest-
ing solely in capital as a way to upgrade productivity, rather than in the skills
of workers.

I think in Japan, what they realized earlier than we did, although it was
Americans who taught it to them, was that in today's world, with today's
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modern, complex product mix, introducing new technologies, more fre-
quently trying to customize products for markets and services for markets,
that you needed a more flexible work place, and that attaining lower cost in
the long run, better productivity in the long run, came from investing more in
the skills of your workers, so they could use the capital you were investing in
better.

And they've moved to different kinds of work organizations where they
will typically delegate more responsibility to those on the front lines, and they
create less of a bureaucracy on top of those people. And they achieve better
productivity that way, and also, by the way, better quality. So that's one rea-
son.

The second reason, which is a public issue, is that I think in Japan, there
tends, although this can, to some extent be misleading, but there tends to be,
among the larger companies, still a lifetime employment system, where com-
panies basically view investments that they make in their workers as long-
term investments, because those workers are going to be with them, in one
way or another, throughout their working lives.

In America, too often, when we interviewed companies on our Commis-
sion and said, why don't you invest more in training, the answer was well, I
could train somebody and then he'll walk across the street, to my competitor,
to some place else, and I lose all my money.

And so there's not that same incentive, because you don't know what's go-
ing to happen in work. You buy a piece of machinery, you know it's yours;
you invest in a worker, you're not sure where that worker's going to be three
years from now.

So I think those of
SENATOR SARBANES. Well, this proposal of Governor Clinton's, where an

employer commits a certain amount to training his workers, or failing to do
that, he contributes that amount into a public fund that would train the work-
ers, would be designed, I take it, to get at that very problem. So a company
would not be reluctant to train its workers because it feared they would then
leave the company, because the company, in effect, has to make that commit-
ment to training. Of course, it would eliminate that company's apprehension
about a commitment to training. Would that be correct?

MR. MAGAZINER. Yes. If you look at other countries-not Japan, because
they have the lifetime learning system-where there is a lot of labor mobility,
the way they've solved this problem is precisely that. They've created univer-
sal systems which involve virtually all companies training in some way or an-
other.

So, if you add together the different programs in Germany, for example,
companies are required by law to spend about 3.5 percent of the payroll on
training. In Sweden, it's 2.5 percent In France, it's 1.5 percent. In Singapore,
it's 1 percent, and in Ireland, it's 1 percent And we can go through a whole
long list. And they do it in different ways, but they basically have that kind of
requirement.

As we interviewed companies in those countries, they said they didn't hesi-
tate to do that, because they knew everybody else was as well. And if the em-
ployee left, then they could hire an employee who has been trained
somewhere else. And so that universality in the system was important.
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Right now, about 15,000 companies in America do about 98 percent of the
training that takes place, out of the millions and millions of companies that
we have.

So, I think, although I can't speak for Governor Clinton, I think the pro-
posal that has been put forward cal for gradually phasing in this kind of
training over the decade, but recognizing that very small companies might not
be able to do it, or it might be too burdensome. It begins only with companies
above a certain size so that it doesn't put an undue burden on a local retailer
that has only three or five employees, or whatever.

MR. REYNOLDS. Can L Mr. Chairman, make a comment?
SENATOR SARBANES. Surely.
MR. REYNoLDs. This is a false economic argument, even though an econo-

mist as great as Alfred Marshall endorsed it
There is no problem of underinvestment in worker training, provided

wages and salaries are flexible. Suppose you have two jobs offering the same
compensation, but one features a training component that will raise your pro-
ductivity for the future, as well.

Well, people would want the training component job. That would keep
down the wage. In effect, the employer could offer a lower starting wage or
lower wages while their productivity is lower, and then raise wages due to the
competitive component later on when the workers are more productive.

So the usual analysis is that the workers actually pay for their training, and
it's a perfectly general phenomenon, so there's no problem of underinvest-
ment.

MR. MAGAZrNER. I understand. If you took the global economy as one unit,
which it's increasingly becoming, your argument is correct

Theoretically, I think the problem that you have is that if your concern, as
these gentlemen's concern has to be, is to say okay, rm sitting here in a coun-
try now that, on average, has higher wages than a lot of other countries, and
what I want to do is not necessarily say to my people, well your wages have
to come down in order to-

MR. REYNOLDS. Well, until higher productivity-
MR. MAGAZNER. I understand. But what rm saying is that in a dynamic

sense, the company could say, okay, I'll do my low wage thing and put my
training into a plant in Singapore or into a plant in Mexico or wherever, rather
than into my American plant, because that way I can put it into a place where
I have a lower wage.

Now, that American worker, under your theoretical case, could say, okay,
'll go from Michigan and take that job at a lower wage, get the training. But

that's not really very realistic in the real world.
So I think theoretically, I understand what you're saying, but-
SENATOR SAsANEs. Yes, the company shifts the jobs but the American

worker cannot shift his location. The company can put the job in Mexico and
work on that theory, do a lower wage and the increase in productivity over
time and so forth. But that does not help the American worker. In fact, that
simply moves his job out of this country and into some other country. That is
exactly the problem.
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SENATOR REGLE. Yes. That's already what's happening in the auto industry.
Without the Free Trade Agreement with Mexico, we've had 70 auto plants
-Ford, Chrysler and GM plants-go to Mexico, and we're now seeing all
these plant closings across the United States. Thats just the auto industry.

We've had a more recent example of making typewriters up in Cortland,
New York, with the Smith Corona Company doing precisely the same thing.

Could I pursue that, just for a minute, just on the trade front? I want to, if I
may, refer to a chart that I sent down, and if I can get Senator Sarbanes to
hold it up. I just want to relate this to what our performance has been over a
period of time, and try to figure out where we go from here.

This chart shows the cumulative trade deficit in the United States since
1980. And this chart down at the bottom starts at 1980, and it comes through
where Senator Sarbanes' thumb is, to 1992, the present time.

If we had a chart that went back in time to the seventies and sixties and fif-
ties, all the way back to the start of the century, you'd find that prior to going
into this red deficit position that we actually had a positive balance of trade.
We were up above the zero line, going all the way back to about 1914.

But in the eighties, the accumulation of a lot of things caught us in a situa-
tion where we started to run these trade deficits. What is so stunning is what's
happened in such a short space of time, given our earlier history. We've gone
from 1980, twelve years now, up to 1992. And this scale is notched in hun-
dred billion dollar segments.

So you can see this cumulative trade deficit, since 1980, has now gone
through the trillion dollar mark, which would be right here on that scale.
We're now down here approaching $1.2 trillion, in terms of this aggregate
trade deficit with the rest of the world.

Something is terribly out of phase with us, and I want to go to the second
chart, right here.

Now, if you take this chart, if Senator Sarbanes will hold that up again. It's
very striking because this, in a sense, is an overlay of time on this miserable
trade performance of the United States, as we've become this leading debtor
nation, and have had all this drain of wealth and jobs out of the country.

But if you look at what's been going on in these other countries, they've
been using different overall economic strategies, but they have worked quite
well within their societies.

So Japan chose this real compensation per hour, which takes into account
productivity improvement, worker skill, and the industries in which they're
working, and so on. They've been at a nice steady climb since 1977, and of
course that's helped them create this huge trade surplus for them, which of
course is a trade deficit for us.

And the same is true with Germany. I think they're the two most important
relevant comparison countries in terms of major industrialized countries,
competitive countries.

But if you then look at the United States, you see this very anemic perform-
ance. We're lagging way behind these other countries.

Now, with that as the background, I want to pose this point, and then ask
you to respond to it.
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I had a chance to study economics in some good universities myself, and
so, I have had a chance to deal with these concepts for a long period of time
and do it with some outstanding professors at the University of Michigan,
Michigan State, Harvard Business School, and other places.

What rm finding is that other nations now have decided to adapt their form
of capitalism and their five market philosophy, which they essentially have, as
I think all of us here do.

But they've decided that they need a more unified strategy in their public
and private sector, and their work forces and citizens. And they have decided
that they have to orchestrate that strategy in a way to get onto these improving
lines into the future, in terms of their national output and income, and their
economic performance as a nation.

So they have concentrated on education, on infiastructure, on worker re-
training, lifetime worker retraining and so forth.

We've done very little of that in the United States. We've let that just get
sorted out by whatever way the market forces, the mixed bag, would bring it
out

SENATOR SA1BANas. Actually, we have allowed our infrastructure to deterio-
rate. The fact was that we used to have a clear understanding that infrastruc-
ture was a very important responsibility that needed to be discharged.

And, of course, one of the major infrastructure projects that this country
ever undertook was under a Republican president, President Eisenhower,
which was the Interstate Highway program.

SENATOR RIEGLE. Exactly.
SENATOR SARBMIES. And it's only in relatively recent time that we've simply

allowed the U.S. investment in infrastructure to deteriorate to the point where,
in many respects now, we have second-class infiastructure.

SENATOR RmIGF. The roads are falling apart all over the place. We see it in
Michigan in the bridges and so forth.

I was in Pittsburgh this past week. I was coming back from downtown
Pittsburgh, out to the airport; traffic was slowed down, and I had a chance to
look at these concrete dividers on the highway that keep one lane of traffic
from coming across the center to the other side. They're all rotting away. I
mean, the concrete's rotted away. Its in a pile on the ground, and the steel
girders that run down through it, that reinforce the concrete, are all rusting
away.

I had just been speaking to a group of steel workers who had lost over
100,000 steel worker jobs. rm driving back and I see the infrastructure rotting
away, right before our eyes, and we obviously need these steel girders to re-
build this particular stretch of highway, not to mention all the other things that
we need to be doing in this country.

And I thought to myself, why can't we couple these unused steel mills and
these unused steel workers who are sitting on the sidelines and who have this
skill, and put them to work to build these steel girders, so we can come back
out here and rebuild this highway before it literally falls to pieces.

We've had any number of bridges collapse recently in the United States.
But quite apart from those that have literally fallen down into the rivers that
they cross, killing people and everything else, is that we now have an
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inventory of unsafe bridges in this country that is enormous, that have to be
rebuilt Or water systems, or, as you say, fiberoptic networks, and other things
that we need to be doing.

There's so much work that needs to be done.
But coming back, when you look at this chart of the other nations, what

they have done is two things. They've taken the invisible hand and then some
visible hand. That is, they've put the two together and worked out a coopera-
tive national strategy that is working very effectively for them in the interna-
tional economy.

And they are not sacrificing their workers to low wages. The Germans are
not running their workers into an impossible wage competition with the
Mexicans. Or, in the case of Europeans, when Turkey wanted into the Com-
mon Market, they were kept out because they were a third world economy
with low wages like Mexico. And the Germans were not prepared to have
their workers caught in a situation where they had to compete against Turkish
wages, and so they kept them out

That's the different theory that's being practiced by Bush. I happen to think
it's wrong here, because I think it's very destructive to us.

But without getting off on that point about the Mexico Free Trade Agree-
ment and the dangers that it poses to our country, it seems to me that the data
is now in. We have to have a new economic strategy where, within the scope
of our past history and free market practices, the invisible hand and the visible
hand have to both be used here to shape a strategy that solves these deficits in
education, solves these deficits in technology, solves these deficits in terms of
worker training, and really start to move us, and particularly in key industries.

These nations are also deciding which industries they want for the future,
which industries are going to be valuable through the nineties and into the
next century.

So they're making sure that they're not missing those industries or having
those jobs in those industries and that national wealth doesn't go to some
other country.

Now, if we don't have some kind of a new mixed strategy of that
kind-and I might just make two other points.

We did that during World War II. When we were faced with an interna-
tional danger that required cooperation and a very sophisticated national eco-
nomic response, we put it together in this country.

Business and government and labor got together. And we went on an eco-
nomic surge and we went out and mobilized and won World War H. It was a
phenomenal effort in national cooperation.

Once the war was over and the other countries were beaten down, we for-
got what we knew during the war time. And the other countries have come
back, as we now see, particularly in the last decade.

Now, we're in a new kind of a war. We're in an economic war and we're
losing it. That's what that trade deficit chart shows. We're losing the intema-
tional economic war, and we're losing it in terms of compensation per hour of
our workers. And even worse than that, we're building an underclass in this
country, which today's headlines tell us about, where the underclass is
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growing; there is more and more poverty. And we're seeing a disintegration of
our social order.

We're seeing more and more of a Clockwork Orange society where there's
violence, random violence. You are from Texas A&M. I have to tell you that
if you walk the wrong direction in this town, and you go down to take the
subway and you do it at dusk you run the risk as anybody does in this town,
of being shot and killed, because we've had that happen. And it isn't just
unique here. Its happening down in Texas and happening in the fifty states.

We're imposing terrible stresses on our society because we have a malfunc-
tioning economy, and we just won't wake up to the fact that we have to come
up with a new strategy and orchestrate this effort

That does not mean government calling the signals. I mean that's a false
and phony issue. Nobody's suggesting that. But you can't put government to-
tally on the sidelines here, when what you need is a mobilization and a fo-
cused effort that allows you to start to close these gaps.

Otherwise, we're not going to close them, because other countries now
have a lead on us in these areas. They're not only not going to wait for us,
they're laughing at us.

The Japanese have been laughing at the United States. They belittle our
work force. In fact, off to the side, they laugh at our government because of
the lack of direction and the fact that we don't have any plan that gets us going
at full speed, such as these other nations are doing.

I think this is a clear and present danger to this country. I think the country
is in real danger of losing its economic future, if we don't construct this plan.
In fact, we are losing its economic future each day.

And frankly, it's not enough to leave it to the invisible hand. We've left it to
the invisible hand. The invisible hand doesn't get this job done. The invisible
hand doesn't provide the education, doesn't provide the job training, doesn't
provide the allocation of money and resources into the technological areas.

That's what these other countries have found. They've decided they have to
augment it, that they have to have the invisible and visible hand working to-
gether in a very intelligent strategy.

Now, what it comes down to, to me, is that we have to decide. Are we so
stupid here in the United States that we can't figure out a strategy that's at least
as effective as the strategy that the Japanese and the Germans have?

I think we can. But if we start by saying that we can't even think about it,
first of all, that there's no real problem. So we go off and work on something
else, instead of working on what is the overriding driving central issue of the
day, namely, the problems and damage being done to the U.S. economy and
the U.S. work force.

We end up saying, first of all, there is no problem, and second of all, well,
if we're going to finally recognize there is a problem, we really can't do any-
thing about it because, if government somehow becomes a partner in all this,
such as we had in World War II, we're going to end up losing rather than win-
ning.

We're losing today.
And if this U.S. Mexico Free Trade Agreement goes through-which is

really ajobs program for Mexico, as Lester Thurow testified, just a couple of
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weeks ago-a full third of the American work force without appreciable job
skills is going to find itself competing directly with Mexican labor that earns,
on average, about 50 cents an hour. And there is no way that they can effec-
tively do it.

Now, you can have a fre-market response to that, and the fiee-market re-
sponse is going to be very simple. The jobs are going to be snuffed out here.
The work's going to go down to Mexico, and we're going to have a bigger un-
derclass.

We're going to have a headline like this a year from now, where we've
probably added another two or three or four million people to poverty. And
our cities are going to be falling apart. We're going to be at war with ourselves
because we don't have a strategy to do anything about it.

First of all, that's crazy economics, but it's also is unwise national policy.
I mean, we're squandering our people. We're squandering our people's fu-

ture. We're turning away from our people's needs. That's why people are so
frustrated. That's what the Ross Perot thing, I think, was about

The political rebellion that's out in the country is in the citizenry where
people actually feel this economic erosion. They feel this loss of real income
over the last three years. They see their kids' economic future being dimin-
ished. They're scared to death of it.

They don't want to see America continue to slide backward, and the middle
class continue to shrink and people slide back into poverty. They want a
change, and they want an intelligent change. And you can't leave government
on the sidelines.

Government can't run the show, but we're going to have to have an Ameri-
canized model and a new economic strategy that can compete effectively
against the Germans and the Japanese. And if we don't, we're going to lose
our future to them, as we have been doing for the last ten years, and which
that trade chart shows.

People can talk from now until doomsday, and it doesn't talk away the fact
that we're $1.2 trillion upside down in foreign trade over the last decade, be-
cause we've been out to lunch. We've had a bad economic strategy. Trickle
down doesn't work. It may drive up the price of paintings at Sothebys, and we
may sell a few more half a million or million dollar yachts and have a few
more very fancy apartments on Fifth Avenue for those that can afford them.
But, at the same time, we end up with an enlarging underclass, more people in
poverty, more and more people sliding backward in terms of their incomes,
and a country in deep trouble.

That's the choice we face.
SENATOR SARBANM. Well, I think that is a very powerful statement of the

situation we confront.
I just want to put a couple of questions.
Mr. Mishel, why do you think this recession has affected white-collar

workers so much more than previous recessions?
And let me just make this observation. It's very interesting to me that all of

a sudden a whole sector of our economy who never understood, and in many
instances had not very much sympathy with blue-collar workers, who were
always encountering these job layoffs and the question of unemployment
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insurance and how do you have health coverage for your family when you've
lost your job and everything else, all of a sudden now, because of the way this
recession has worked, there's a growing understanding and sensitivity in the
sector of the population that largely was previously oblivious to that situation,
because they are experiencing it themselves.

And they now have come to understand what it means to have been an ef-
fective worker doing your job, playing by the rules, and through no fault of
your own, losing yourjob, and then having to face the problem of how do you
support your family, how do you meet your health-care needs and so forth.

Its my perception that many, many people classified as white-collar, who
have never had this experience before, either themselves or their acquain-
tances or friends or neighbors are now encountering it for the first time, and
as a consequence are beginning to develop an understanding of the problems
that blue-collar workers have periodically come up against as the nation goes
into recessions.

What is it that has brought them into this recession, as well?
MR. MisHEL. First, let me comment on blue-collar workers, then on white-

collar workers.
Its important to understand that the unemployment rate of blue-collar

workers is obviously now far higher than it was a few years ago.
SENATOR SARBANES. Oh, yes. It is still a blue-collar recession, as well. For-

me was right to put on the cover, in my opinion, what is obviously a blue-
collar worker looking out at a parched countryside, when they talk about ajob
drought But they were also right, I think, to put on the inside, a white-collar
worker facing the same situation.

So they, in effect, have underscored, as it were, the double dimension of
this recession and what confronts both the white-collar worker and of course
the blue-collar worker.

I have always regretted the fact that the society generally didn't seem to ap-
preciate what the blue-collar worker was up against

Its very difficult for them. They usually don't have savings put aside of any
significant degree. They lose their job and they're really dependent on unem-
ployment insurance. They tend to lose their health-care and so forth.

But a lot of white-collar workers are now experiencing the same thing
really for the first time, and are beginning to hopefully develop an under-
standing of the problem.

MR. Misfua. Exactly. I mean, the unemployment rate among white-collar
workers has risen more than usual in a recession, but the white-collar unem-
ployment rate is still lower than what the blue-collar unemployment rate was
going into the recession. But still think the point stands that this has been a
peculiarly white-collar recession.

I think the reason is that we are paying the price for the unbalanced growth
of the 1980s. We had too much commercial real estate, too much building for
tax shelters rather than shelters for offices and housing. So we had a much
overexpanded real-estate sector.

We're paying the price for the problems in the insurance industries, in
banking.
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We have a highly leveraged retail sector that hasn't increased sales in five
years, and which is going through a lot of bankruptcies.

We have basically no growth in all of the white-collar intensive industries.
Plus, the lean and mean strategy of American business, which was cut to the
bone in the early and mid-part of the 1980s, has moved upscale to the white-
collar work force as firms are now drastically cutting white-collar employ-
ment, both in manufacturing and in services.

The combination of these effects is to create a lack of growth in white-
collar employment, and also very serious income problems.

You might note, Senator Riegle, that the current recession has not only led
to a very high increase in poverty, but that the largest income losses from
1989 to 1991 were in the very best-off families in the upper 5 percent

We don't have any data on the upper 1 percent. And I would bet that they
may not have been hurt as much. But it's not only that trickle down has not
worked for the vast majority of Americans, it's no longer even working for the
people who get the first trickle.

SENATOR SARBANES. Now, Mr. Magaziner, let me ask you this question.
I note that the European Community is embarking on, I think, a $30 billion

investment in developing a rapid inter-country rail system. Is that correct?
MR. MAGAZINER. Yes, I believe so.
SENATOR SBANEs. Of course, that dwarfs anything we have thought about

doing in this country, doesn't it?
MR. MAGAZINER. Yes. And I think, in general, if you look at both Europe

and Japan, there are plans for major, major infrastructure investments.
The Japanese have approved a $300 billion program for infrastructure in-

vestment over the next five years. And in Europe, there are a series of pro-
grams including the rapid transit program that you've talked about.

And the Japanese are embarked upon, as are the French and the Germans,
long-term, 15- to 20-year programs to completely bring broadband fiberoptic
communication around the country to offices and homes, so there are major
initiatives underway elsewhere in the world for

SENATOR SARBANES. I take it that it is your view that much of what a major
infrastructure investment program would require, in terms of human capital,
could effectively draw on a lot of the abilities and capacities that have hereto-
fore been in the American defense industry?

MR. MAGAZINER. Absolutely.
SENATOR SARBANES. And if you are going to be bringing down defense

spending because it's no longer needed to address the security threat, and yet
you have some very talented people who have worked in those defense indus-
tries for many years, the one place in which their talents could be very effec-
tively put to work would be in a major infrastructure investment program?

MR. MAGAZINER. Yes. And, as I said, we've done a study of the skill sets,
and they match pretty closely, so you're not having to talk about a major, ma-
jor reorientation of that work force.

The other thing I would say is, one problem that we've always run into
when we think about it, is that we say, well, a number of the companies that
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do defense work don't really have experience in the commercial marketplace,
so they really can't make that transition.

But in the proposal rm making, you don't depend on that. You basically are
letting the marketplace decide what companies want to go in and respond to
these requests for bids on infrastructure programs, but you're just saying that,
as part of their overall bid process, they'll pick up one of these defense plants.
So you make the defense contractor whole because that defense contractor's
plant is sold or subcontracted to, and the new company that's going to go into
that business and do the business then is one that is capable and can gear up to
doing it

One of the problems we have, just to make the point clear about what
you're saying about Europe and Japan, if you want to look now to engineer or
construct a high-speed rail system or an intelligent highway system, or a mod-
em recycling system for solid waste, or a modem combined sewer overflow
system or whatever-I can go on and an on-you'll find that a lot of the lead-
ing manufacturers in the world are not in the United States, because compa-
nies have been stimulated by programs in Europe and Japan to go into those
businesses.

SENATOR SARBANES. Yes. We are building mass transit, and we have to im-
port the subway cars from outside of the country.

MR. MAGAZINER. Exactly. It's crazy.
SENATOR SARBANES. We do not build subway cars in this country for the

mass transit systems. And yet we need mass transit to meet the transporta-
tional needs of the major urban areas. They are energy efficient and they are
an environmentally positive development

MR. MAGAZ]NER. Exactly. And just to give you an idea of that on the mass
transit side-I mean, we're not talking science fiction here. In Europe and in
Japan, you can ride trains that go on average 180 to 200 miles an hour. Within
five to ten years, there'll be trains, because theyre already in prototype, going
up to 300 miles an hour in those places.

And, you know, that would mean going from, say, Boston to Washington
in our crowded corridor in about an hour and a half.

Well, if you had a train system that did that, you would substantially
change the equation on gasoline usage, pollution, airport congestion, a whole
range of other types of things.

SENATOR RiEGLE. Wasted time of our people.
MR. MAGAZuNER. Wasted time ofthe people and so on.
And so we're not talking science fiction here. We're talking things that are

real in these other countries.
And here, if I want to go from Boston to New York, I have to change and

wait for a train, because were not electrified part of the way in New Haven,
and so on and so forth.

I just come back to the point that has been read into recorded history, as far
back as it goes, that there has never been a world economic leader that did not
have the world's best infiastixctre and the world's best technology base. It
just hasn't been there.

SENATOR REGLE. Mr. Magaziner, can I just ask you this question. Mr. Rey-
nolds makes the point that eventually the invisible hand will sort all this out
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You may have an awful lot of disruption and displacement in the mean time,
but sooner or later there'll be an equilibrium reached.

And the concern that I have, if we give full weight to that approach, espe-
cially when you see what's going on in the world today, it seems to me that
that doesn't get us where we need to be. In other words, we have, in large
measure, tried that and that's-

MR. MAGAZmfER. Well, see, there are two issues. I think theoretically that I
understand what he's saying.

But, as we move towards a global economy, the invisible hand will equili-
brate across the global economy.

And so basically, if you allow that to happen when you're sitting in one of
the higher income countries, if you're not trying to accelerate your own devel-
opment, you're going to have trouble because you're going to equilibrate
downward. But I don't think that's good policy for the United States, to just
wait for all those things to work themselves out.

And the second thing is
SENATOR SARBANS. And the other advanced countries are not practicing

that
MR. MAGAZNER. Exactly. The other advanced countries are recognizing

this, and they're saying we have to accelerate our movement towards the high
productivity society because we want the world to globalize. I mean, they're
not saying protect.

As this begins to happen, we have to accelerate our own skills develop-
ment, our own technology development, our own infrastructure development,
so that as things globalize we will be in good shape.

And I think that's a more forward looking strategy that supplements the
free market.

SENATOR SAuws. Well, gentlemen, thank you very much. This has been a
helpful panel. We very much appreciate your testimony.

The Committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the Committee adjourned, subject to the call

of the Chair.]
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